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Society, and the Professional Stamp Experts, Inc. Others may be used but we must be notified of who they are before an item 

is sent. This is especially true of overseas expert opinions. We will not be responsible for any charges incurred by the buyer 

unless the opinion states that the items do not match the description given in our catalog, in which case we will pay the actual 

cost of the opinion or up to $50. We will not accept returns for any reason after six (6) months has passed from the sale date. 
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Lot # Scott # Min Bid

COINS and CURRENCY

1 USA Currency Lot - Mostly $1 silver certificates blue seals (some uncirculated), some $2 and $5 

red seals, a gold edition $2 bill and more. Many in presentation folders. Over $70 face in currency 

and coins. (Est $150-200)

75

2 1882-CC Carson City Morgan Silver Dollar - Enclosed small card states the coin was never in 

circulation but due to its heavy scratches and tarnish it was culled out of the "Uncirculated" 

category. Examine. (Est $200-250)

150

3 1892 Columbus Half Dollar in Presentation Holder - Appears AU. (Est $20-30) 12

4 1999 Dolly Madison Commemorative Silver Dollar Coin Proof W/ Boxes & COA - Issued by the 

US Mint, 90% silver, 26.73 grams, 500K maximum mintage. (Est $40-60)

20

5 Foreign Coins and Currency Lot - Presentation folder with 100 encapsulated coins. Then several 

dozen unlabeled envelopes holding over 200 foreign bills (some duplication) sorted by country, 

including 80 seemingly being uncirculated. Note $26 Canadian face. Neat lot with many of the bills 

in mixed condition. (Est $100-200)

50

6 World War II Coin and Stamp Collection - Issued by the Morgan Mint. Includes coins to the 50c 

piece for years 1941 to 1945. Stamps are of little value. Nice collection in compact album. (Est 

$80-100)

50

OTHER COLLECTIBLES

7 Graf Zeppelin 1932 Real Photo Card Collection in Book "Zeppelin-Weltfahrten" - Couple 100 real 

photo cards affixed to pages with extensive detail on pages and on the back of cards. All written in 

German with info pertaining to the history of the German Zeppelin including design, technical 

detail, schematics, etc. Book is about 55 pages and is in very good condition with just a few facial 

scuffs, a minor cover crease, some minor toning, and corner bends. Rarely seen. Examine. (Est 

$300-400)  

150

8 USA Airship Shenandoah Crash Memorabilia /Piece of Airship - Interesting and documented 

actual attached 2x2 inch (approx.) piece of the helium gas bag. A copy of an original affidavit with 

Notary Public signature. Pictures and descriptions of the disaster included. (Est $120-150)

60

OFFICE PICK-UP ONLY

9 3 Large Tubs of Stamps, Albums, Supplements - Consignment remainder with many 1000's of 

stamps, mostly on-paper; some albums, some Minkus Global supplements, and more, all filling 3 

tubs. OFFICE PICK UP ONLY!

20

10 Bankers Boxes (2) Filled with Many, Many Stamps - One of the boxes contains 2 smaller plastic 

containers of stamps on paper, some UN material, a bag of Germany on paper and a box of USA 

modern used sorted in envelopes by Scott number. The other box is all USA, somewhat sorted by 

year, mostly used with much from the 2000's. Take a look and take it home! OFFICE PICK UP 

ONLY!

20

11 Commemorative Panel Binders with Pages - Two very large boxes holding 38 of the tan 

commemorative panel binders with pages - mostly if not all are new. No stamps. Lots of potential 

uses if you lack the panels. OFFICE PICK UP ONLY!

30

12 Consignment Remainder in 2 Large Boxes - Empty albums, glassine interleaving (couple 

unopened packages), some stamps (mostly US), Postal Commemorative Society 50 Years of US 

Stamps (2 large books), supplements, books, more. OFFICE PICK UP ONLY!

10

13 Consignment Remainder in a Large Box - holds 2 like new Voyager albums (great to get kids 

started), 2 Harris Liberty binders, brand new unwrapped Traveler Album, some Minkus 

supplements, couple cover albums, 2005 Durland catalog, more. Much in like-new condition. 

OFFICE PICKUP ONLY!

10

ONLINE BIDS ACCEPTED TIL NOON DAY OF SALE

FLOOR AUCTION BEGINS AT 1PM

PHONE BIDDERS ARE WELCOME - CALL TO SCHEDULE

1 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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14 Massive Supply Lot - One man's endless amount of dealer and collector supplies in 3 tubs and 7 

boxes. Binders, glassines (1000's), sales pages, like-new stockbooks (8), hinges, mounts, mint 

sheets files, cover sleeves, and a bankers box filled with black and manila stockpages. Then there 

are the tools of the trade - various magnifiers (some with lights), a stamp microscope, stamp 

press, and a signoscope. Everything in great condition and very usable. Please examine. OFFICE 

PICK UP ONLY!

10

15 USA Consignment Remainder - Couple 100 first days (many uncacheted), FDCs in a Postal 

Commemorative Society Book, 3 small plastic file boxes with several 100 US somewhat organized 

in glassines. Examine. OFFICE PICK UP ONLY! 

10

16 Worldwide in 4 Bankers Boxes and a Large Tub - A huge array of different material....stamps, 

covers, dealer stocks, presentation folders, and so much more. Lots to go through. Mixed 

condition. Get ready for winter! OFFICE PICK UP ONLY!

50

UNITED STATES STAMPS AND COLLECTIONS

USA Stamps

17 o 1 Used, red cancel, 3+ margins, just in at top, couple pencil marks on back. (SCV $375) P 85

18 o 1a Used, F-VF, red cancel, close at right lower corner. Small shallow thin. Pencil mark on back (SCV 

$375)

P 75

19 o 2 Used, 2 margin with red grid pen cancel, black cut close at top and left. (SCV $675) P 70

20 o 15 Used, F-VF, 1855 10c green, type III, imperf, with 3 large margins. (SCV $160) P 32

21 o 28 Used, fine, 5c red brown, type I, black town cancel. (SCV $1150) P 230

22 o 30A Used, fine, 1860 5c Brown Type II, blue town cancel. (SCV $300) P 60

23 o 36 Used, fine, 12c black, plate 1 (SCV $350) P 70

24 o 38 Used, VF, 1860 30c orange. Circle cancel with black bars and PAID in the center. (SCV $425+) P 90

25 o 64 Used, F-VF, 3c pink with nice San Francisco cancel. (SCV $675) P 130

26 o 70b Used, F-VF, 1861 24c steel blue. Socked on the nose red "Boston BR. PKT." cancel. Stamp has 

potential to be a color changeling and as such is being sold "AS IS". Please examine. (SCV $850+)

P 170

27 o 72 Used, F-VF, tiny hinge remnant at top mentioned for accuracy. Nice stamp! (SCV $600) P 100

28 o 152 Used, F-VF, couple minor perf faults. Well-centered stamp. (SCV $220) 18

29 * 228 MH, F-VF, some very minor perf toning at top. (SCV $300) P 50

30 * 229 MH, F-VF, nice stamp with good color. (SCV $475) P 95

31 (*) 233 MLH, F-VF, block of 4, apparently regummed. Shallow thin affecting one stamp. (SCV $220 as MH) P 44

32 * 239 MHR, F-VF, 30c Columbian, presentable stamp, with hinge remnant. (SCV $240) P 42

33 * 240 MHR, fine, 50c Columbian, strong color, small hinge and perf thins. (SCV $500) P 50

34 (*) 241 MNG, fine+, $1 Columbian, faults including tear at right, pulled perf at left. (SCV $550 as no gum) P 50

35 * 242 MHR, VF, $2 Columbian, faults including a severe thin from hinge removal. Nice centering cannot 

be overlooked. (SCV $1150)

P 100

36 * 243 MH, F-VF, $3 Columbian, faults including some creases and gum disturbance. Still nice appearance 

and color. (SCV $1500)

P 160

37 * 243 MHR, F-VF, $3 Columbian, small shallow thin and one short perf, still attractive.  (SCV $1500) P 160

38 o 244 Used, avg-fine, $4 Columbian, perfs close at top, horiz crease along with a couple tiny thins. NY 

registry cancel. (SCV $1000)

P 95

39 (*) 245 Unused, just fine, $5 Columbian, regummed, tiny thin, couple tiny edge flaws. (SCV $1500 as no 

gum)

P 150

40 ** 253 MNH, fine (SCV $325) P 44

41 * 291 MH, F-VF, 50c Trans-Mississippi, nice stamp! (SCV $600) P 100

2 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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42 * 292 MH, F-VF, $1 Cattle in the Storm, beautiful stamp except for the tiny visible stain at top resulting 

from a small thin at top. (SCV $1400) 

P 130

43 (*) 293 Unused, just fine, $2 Trans-Mississippi, regummed, very close at right side where the perfs seem 

worn. (SCV $875 as no gum)

P 120

44 * 294-9 Complete set of 1901 Pan-Americans, most have hinge remnants, mostly F-VF, except for 10c 

value which is close at top. (SCV $382)

65

45 * 310 MHR, fine, great color (SCV $375) P 55

46 * 311 MLH, F-VF (SCV $600) P 120

47 ** 312 MNH, F-VF, 2017 Crowe cert states "It is genuine, unused, with original gum and never hinged". 

Rarely offered MNH. (SCV $2550)

P 700

48 ** 315 MNH Plate Block of 6 with Imprint, 1980 PFC, 2011 PSE cert grade XF90. Rare opportunity! (SCV 

$4750)

P 1900

49 * 323-7 Complete set, 1904 Louisiana Purchase issue, most stamps have hinge remnants (only 3c does 

not), mostly fine or better. The 1c value has a small thin adjacent to hinge, the 10c is very nicely 

centered. (SCV $325)

P 55

50 **/* 339 Unused F-VF imprint block of 4, 1909 13c blue green, DLWM. 2 stamps MNH and 2 MHR with a 

hinge remnant in selvage also. Note BEP imprint along with a few short perfs. (SCV $255)

P 38

51 * 340-1 MHR, F-VF, high values, clear double-line watermarks, well-centered. #342 has a slightly shorter 

perf at left. (SCV $775)

130

52 * 341 MHR, F-VF, 1909 50c violet.  (SCV $300) P 60

53 * 342 MHR, VF, 1909 $1 violet brown (SCV $475) P 95

54 o 358 Used, VF, bluish paper, pencil mark on back (SCV $150) 30

55 * 369 MH, F-VF, Lincoln Blue Paper (SCV $150) P 38

56 * 397-400A Mint, complete set, Pan-Pacific Perf 12 issues, centering ranges from fine to F-VF. Mostly lightly 

hinged except for #400 which has a paper hinge remnant. Nice presentable set. (SCV $404.50)

75

57 * 401-404 Mint, complete set, Pan-Pacific Perf 10 issues, lightly hinged set, mostly F-VF. The 10c value has a 

couple short perfs at the top left. (SCV $955) 

P 110

58 * 402 MLH, F-VF, 2c Pan-Pacific Perf 10, lighter shade, short perf at bottom. (SCV $70) 12

59 * 407 MHR, F-VF, block of 4, rich color, a few reinforced perf separations. (SCV $280) 55

60 * 409 MH, F-VF, Mailometer Vending Type IV  Strip of 7 (5 MNH and 2 MH stamps), guideline pair 

included in strip at left. (Est $40-40)

20

61 * 409 MH, VF, Schermack Vending Type III, strip of 4, guideline at center  (Est $30-50) 14

62 * 412 MHR, F-VF, block of 4, 9c salmon red , perf 12, SLWM, a few reinforced perf separations. (SCV 

$210)

P 40

63 * 418 MHR, F-VF, 15c value, SLWM, perf 12. (SCV $85) 20

64 * 419 MHR, F-VF, 20c Value, SLWM, perf 12, pencil mark on back. (SCV $190) P 34

65 * 420 MHR, F-VF, block of 4, 30c orange red, perf 12, SLWM, a few reinforced perf separations. (SCV 

$460)

P 90

66 * 420 MLH, VF (SCV $115) P 30

67 * 472  MH, F-VF, 10c value, perf 10, light pencil mark on back (SCV $100) P 24

68 ** 503 MNH, XF, top plate block of 6 with plate #12550. Some gum disturbance in the top right stamp 

and selvage. A few perf separations in the selvage. (SCV $250)

P 48

69 ** 505 MNH, F-VF, double error in block of 12, straight edge at bottom, there is a perf dimple on 3 

stamps, tone spot on one stamp, and a thin on lower left stamp. MNH, F-VF. (SCV $2000)

P 375

70 ** 514 MNH, XF, block of 4, tiny inclusion on one stamp, with plate #10620 (SCV $450) P 100

71 ** 518 MNH, VF-XF, 1917 $1 violet brown  (SCV $130) P 26

72 ** 527 MNH, F-VF, plate block of 6, 1920 2c Carmine, type V, plt #11157, gum creases.  (SCV $350) P 65

73 ** 550 MNH, F-VF, block of 4, small gum wrinkle and tiny dark spot on back (SCV $380) P 50

74 ** 569 MNH, F-VF, block of 4, 3 stamps MNH, 4th stamp has disturbed gum. Some minor toning and 

toning spot/fault in selvage. (SCV $ 207.50)

30

75 ** 570 MNH, F-VF, block of 4, a few minor gum cracks. (SCV $340) P 50

76 ** 572 MNH, fine, plate # single, a natural gum skip and a toned gum spot at top (SCV $150) P 24

77 ** 573 MNH, F-VF, beauty! (SCV $180) P 50

3 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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78 ** 573 MNH, F-VF, plate # single, several short perfs at right. (SCV $180) 18

79 * 658-668 Complete set, MLH, mostly F-VF, Kansas Overprints (SCV $216.25) 50

80 * 669-679 Complete set, MLH, mostly F-VF, Nebraska Overprints (SCV $265.25) 55

81 ** 701 MNH, fine plate block of 4, a few perf separations and one pulled perf. Slight gum toning. (SCV 

$250)

P 24

82 * 704-715 Complete set of plate blocks, mostly hinged, some with selvage faults, just fine centering to F-VF. 

(SCV $286.40 as hinged)

40

83 * 803-834 Complete set of plate blocks, some previously hinged but only in the lower values. Some pencil 

marks in selvage. All higher values are MNH including the dollar values. Mostly F-VF. (SCV 

$670.95)

160

84 ** 834 MNH, F-VF plate block #22166, 22168 (SCV $350) P 150

85 ** 834 MNH, F-VF plate block #22166, 22169 (SCV $350) P 150

86 ** 834 MNH, F-VF plate block #22167, 22168 (SCV $350) P 150

87 ** 834 MNH, F-VF plate block #23481, 22169 (SCV $350) P 150

88 * 859-893 Complete set of plate blocks, hinged in selvage, couple with weak perfs. Mostly F-VF. (SCV 

$248.20)

40

89 * 1053 MLH, VF plate block, top 2 stamps lightly hinged (SCV $220) P 30

90 ** 1891 MNH, plate #1 in strip of 5, VF (SCV $110) 22

USA Back of Book

USA Airmail

91 **/* C3 Mint, block of 4, F-VF, bottom 2 stamps NH, thin on top right stamp, inclusion on top left stamp.  

(SCV $420)

80

92 * C13-C15 MHR complete set, F-VF, sound, Graf Zeppelin Issue (SCV $1165) 425

93 ** C13 MNH, F-VF (SCV $275) 60

94 * C13 MLH, VF (SCV $190) 55

95 * C13 MHR, F-VF, fingerprint on gum (SCV $190) 55

96 o C13 Used, F-VF (SCV $165) 44

97 * C14 MLH, F-VF, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (SCV $400) 150

98 * C15 MLH, F-VF, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (SCV $575) 210

99 ** C18 MNH, F-VF, vertical pair with plate #, couple gum skips mentioned for accuracy. (SCV $160++) 40

100 ** C18 MNH, F-VF, couple angular gum bends, tiny natural gum skips. (SCV $80) 20

101 ** C18 MNH, F-VF, 50c Baby Zeppelin (SCV $80) 24

102 * USA Airmail Plate Block Collection on Album Pages - Nice mint (mostly MNH) collection on Harris 

Pages. Includes C20-C24 MNH with typical gum skips or very minor gum dist., Scott C25-31, and 

then a nice run through the reissued Piper Scott C132. Clean and ready to add the better stuff! 

Mostly MNH, F-VF. (Est $100-150)

60

103 ** National Park Airmail MNH Accumulation -  nice variety of Scott C133//C148 in various 

quantities, including a couple full sheets. MNH. Clean lot. (Face $156)

85

104 */o USA Back of the Book Collection/Accumulation - Collection and stockpages in 3 parts. The first 

part are Airmails starting with Scott C1-6 mixed mint/used with C1 and C4 MNH, and C13 used 

(looks rebacked/repaired), C18 NH just fine and pretty much complete unused to late 1980's, 

then a second collection with a couple better and a couple stock pages full of used. Second part 

has the special deliveries postage dues and officials with singles, plate blocks and some coil strips 

on album pages and stockpages that all add up to a bit of value. The third part is a collection in a 

binder starting with special deliveries, a nice selection of postage dues, officials, and revenues 

where a few better may be lurking. Extra stuff inside the front cover and a few better on sales 

pages add to the value. Very mixed condition throughout. Please examine. (Est $200-300)  

90

105 * E8 MHR, F-VF, 1911 ultramarine SLWM perf 12. (SCV $110) 20

4 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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Parcel Post Postage Due

106 * JQ1-JQ5 MHR, complete set, ranges from fine to F-VF (SCV $278.50) 55

107 ** JQ4 MNH, fine (SCV $300) 60

Offices in China

108 * K1-K16 MHR complete set, couple small faults, typically gum faults from hinge removal. Generally fine or 

better. (SCV $2045)

325

109 * K17-K18 MHR, fine (SCV $220) 38

Parcel Post

110 * Q1-Q12 Complete set, MH/MHR, centering varies from avg to F-VF,  examine. (SCV $956.75) 170

111 * Q1-Q12 Complete set, MH (some lightly),  F-VF, tiny thin spot on 10c, vertical gum skip on 75c. Overall set 

has nice appearance. (SCV $956.75)

150

112 * Q4 MHR in selvage only (stamp is NH), fine, with corner selvage that includes BEP employee initials, 

C.I.R., with a few perf separations, tiny black spec on face left of center. (Est $40-60)

20

113 * Q6 MHR in selvage only (stamp is NH), F-VF, with corner selvage that includes BEP employee initials, 

C.M.H. (Est $40-60)

18

114 * Q10 MHR,  F-VF, small remnant and gum disturbance. (SCV $235) 42

Federal Hunting (Ducks) Stamps 

115 ** RW11  MNH, F-VF, plate # single, nice appearance but has a 1mm wide vertical gum skip. (SCV $125) 24

116 **  RW14, RW33 MNH, F-VF, both with tiny corner crease. (SCV $155) 22

117 ** RW25 MNH, VF, 1958 issue (SCV $85) 22

118 ** RW26 MNH, VF, tiny gum blemish on back. (SCV $120) 24

119 ** RW28 MNH, VF, 1961 issue (SCV $95) 28

120 ** RW29 MNH, F-VF, 1962 issue, gum has some glazing from mount. (SCV $110) 20

121 ** RW31 MNH, VF, 1964 Issue (SCV $100) 28

122 ** RW38 MNH, F-VF, plate block, 1971 issue (SCV $175) 40

123 **  RW39-RW72 Nice run of MNH Duck Stamps from 1972 through 2005, mostly on White Ace pages. There is a 

stockpage with the last couple years (2001-5) as well as some duplicates. MNH with many hand-

picked for XF centering. (Face $432.50)

210

124 ** RW59a MNH, VF, back inscription missing on gum side. Rarely seen, fresh. (SCV $300) 75

125 ** RW65A-RW72A MNH, F-VF, all different (except RW65A x 2), self-adhesive duck panes (Face $135) 70

126 */o Duck Stamp Collection on White Ace Pages - complete to 1971, mostly used, mostly mixed 

condition. Scott RW1 is unused (part gum, thins), RW2 MNG (shallow thin), RW3 signed F-VF, 

RW4 part gum (thin), RW5 with gum (thin), then mostly used. There is a stockpage of 17 extras in 

back. Although there are some nicely signed stamps, some (mostly early issues) are in very mixed 

condition throughout, so please examine. (Est $100-200)

40

127 ** Federal Hunting/Duck Stamp Lot - A flock of 34 different ducks running between Scott 

RW39//RW76. All stamps MNH, except RW42 which is previously hinged.  (Face $392.50)

190

128 ** Junior Duck MNH Stamp Lot -  9 different MNH, Scott JDS9-JDS18, less JDS16 (2001//2010), MNH, 

F-VF. (Face $45, SCV $205)

32

129 ** Wisconsin Duck Stamps - Nice run of 8 different from 1982-1989 (Scott 5-12) all with number 

tabs and agent tabs. MNH, F-VF, with pulled perf on 1985 issue. (SCV $96)

14

ONLINE BIDS ACCEPTED TIL NOON DAY OF SALE

FLOOR AUCTION BEGINS AT 1PM

PHONE BIDDERS ARE WELCOME - CALL TO SCHEDULE

5 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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US Booklets/Booklet Panes

130 ** BK112 MNH VF Slogan 2 (SCV $90) 16

131 ** BK114 MNH VF, Slogan 2, Tagged.(SCV $240) 44

132 ** 2474a MNH, VF, never folded booklet pane, rare plate #4. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to 

American Philatelic Society.  (SCV $60)

12

US Proofs/Essays/Specimens

133 (*) 122P3 90c Lincoln Proof, PSE cert states "XF-Sup 95J, Mint NG, it is a genuine plate proof on India paper, 

position 100".

P 350

134 (*) 263P4 Card proof, VF, margin single, only 100 exist, no gum as issued, previously hinged. (SCV $450) P 350

E.F.O.

135 ** 1686 var Bicentennial souvenir sheet with shifted denomination and tagging, MNH but there is some 

toning on back. Normal sheet included for comparison.  (Est $50-100)

20

136 ** 2870 MNH, VF condition. "Recalled Legends" sheet in USPS Blue Folder, One of the 150,000 panes 

made available through a drawing. This one is in an unopened blue folder but the folder itself has 

some creasing and bends. The sheet is loose inside. (SCV $220)

50

137 ** 2870 As above, unopened blue folder but the folder itself has some creasing and bends. The sheet is 

loose inside. (SCV $220)

50

138 ** 3138 MNH, VF, Bugs Bunny full sheet with die cut missing one stamp (SCV $175) 38

139 ** 3138 Same as above 38

US Postal Stationary

140 */o Massive USA Postal Stationary Collection - Nice clean postal card collection of many 100's in 3 

large Scott album going to the mid-2000's, all neatly mounted with clear corner mounts. The early 

cards are a mix of used and mint, some pre-printed, with many $10-30 items and includes many 

of the modern topical post card sets spread out over the pages in the 3rd book.  The 4th album 

has a cut square collection and well as the more modern in full envelopes and airletters. A nice 

collection to build on, mostly F-VF. (shipping wt 33#) (Est $200-300)

110

141 ** UC9 Mint, VF, surcharged. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society. (SCV 

$85)

12

US Possessions

142 * Canal Zone Unused Collection on Scott Pages - Clean mounted unused collection of around 150 

different stamps and panes, several better like Scott 120-135 and C15-20. Although in mounts, 

many stamps are previously hinged. Generally F-VF. Worth consideration. (Est $200-300)

110

143 C Puerto Rico Cover Collection - A couple dozen mostly censored covers from the 1940's originating 

San Juan, mostly written up possibly for future exhibiting. Army censors highlight the lot, with a 

few first flights and meters included. Some mixed condition. (Est $200-300)

100

US Covers

144 C 65 Attractive Civil War cover with US Flag banners being carried by an eagle. A woman rides on the 

eagle's back while trumpeting "Freedom To The Rescue". Clear, blue Hillsdale, Mich. cancel. 

Opened a little roughly at top with back flap damage. POB. Some soiling and other minor faults. 

(Est $70-100) 

P 34
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145 C 73 Tied with blue Baltimore cancel on folded "Baltimore Price-Current Letter Sheet" issued by 

commission merchants in Baltimore. This sheet was issues Dec 30, 1865 and sent to Athens 

County, OH. Stamp appears sound but average centered, document has been torn likely when 

originally opened, and there are several numerical notations in pen. Interesting item! (Est $75-

125) 

24

146 C 147 Erie, Pennsylvania cancel ties stamp to F-VF cover with all over advertising. Wheeler and Wilson 

(Wm. Sumner & Co., Western Agents) Sewing and Buttonhole Machines Factory with train 

depicted on front with advertising covering the back flap also. Slightly reduced at left. (Est $40-70)

P 20

147 C 147 Centreville MI cancel with enclosure, neat circular town cancel (St. Joseph County) ties VG/F 147. 

Cover is opened a bit roughly at right but does not affect stamp or cancel. Pencil writing on back. 

(Est $40-75)

20

148 C 219,220,U293 Scott 219 & 220 on U293, New York to Germany letter sheet... attractive 1891 NY to Dresden F-VF 

cover. Dresden receiving postmark on back. Minor faults.  (Est $60-100)

30

149 C 250 Outstanding embossed advertising cover for the Moline Plow Co. Stamp is tied by a Jan 3, 1895 

Moline, Ill. CDS. Advertising shows a winged gentleman holding an ear of corn like the Statue of 

Liberty with the stamp collar directly in front of him. The stamp has a couple faults that do not 

detract. Slight toning and a few tiny tears where opened at top, pencil marks on back. Take a look. 

(Est $75-100)

P 36

150 C 267 On all over 45 star flag patriotic cover, Weymouth to Springfield Mass.  August 27, 1898 cancels. 

Strong colors with minor edge wear and a couple small tears. Pencil marks on back. (Est $40-70)  

(Est $40-70)

P 20

151 C 270, 272 Attractive, June 14, 1899 registered cover from Haverford, PA to St. Croix, Switzerland. Boxed, 

purple registered markings and red New York exchange label. NY and Swiss receiving marks. 

Stamps Ave-fine, cover F-VF. (Est $40-70)

P 20

152 C 304,306 1907 Staatsburg, NY registered cover to England. Exchange label with Gothic letter R, US of A 

including period, 26mm. Numerous backstamps and receiving marks. Overall condition is F-VF 

with with some damage to #306 noted. A few toning spots and POB also seen. (Est $50-80)

24

153 C 327, U395 1904 registered cover San Francisco to NY to Zurich, Switzerland. F-VF stamp and cover. A few 

toning spots and edge toning. POB. Opened at bottom. (Est $70-100)

P 34

154 C 327 June 15, 1904 Clyde, OH to Battle Creek MI registered cover. Fragile manila envelope has some 

toning and tears, and POB. (Est $60-90)

30

155 C 332, 335, 337 1910 New York to Paris fine registered cover via SS Mauritania. Exchange label with Gothic letter 

R, US of A including period, 26mm. Trimmed top, hinge mark on back and other small faults. (Est 

$50-80)

24

156 517 3 different parcel/insurance tags in varying condition, each with Scott 517 tied circa late 1920's-

early 1930's. Stamps on cover catalog $400 each. Examine. (Est $150-250)

90

157 PPC 527 1920 Chautauqua, Ill cancel ties stamp to picture postcard. Stamp is believed to be a #527, but is 

difficult to ID due to missing portion. Cut from top right to lower left. Some minor corner wear. 

Diagnonally cut and used for 1c postcard rate  (Est $50-100)

24

158 C 555, U429 New York Academy of Medicine 1927 cover to Weltevreden, Java. 5c international surface letter 

rate. Weltevreden backstamp. Some minor soiling and toning, o/w F-VF. (Est $60-90) 

30

159 C 560 September 5, 1932 cancel,  National Air Races Cleveland Airport cacheted VF cover, (stamp just 

fine).  "Carried in Thompson Trophy Race." Signed by Pilot, Roscoe Turner.

P 28
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160 C 583 Tied with Great Britain Scott 189. 1926 First Air Mail to arrive in New York from the East. Cover 

also notes "Carried from S.S., "Homeric" on nearing New York by a D. H. Moth Seaplane, and 

landed at Battery Point. Piloted by Sir Alan Cobham." GB stamp has Homeric cancel. USA stamp 

has NY cancel for forwarding to Milburn, NJ addressee. Pilot signed with his initials. VF. (Est $80-

120)

40

161 C 638, C19 1935 Pan American Clipper First Flight Round Trip, California to Hawaii and return first flights. 

Cover with two Pan American Clipper cachets (1 blue, 1 reddish purple) for each flight. #10 

envelope with folds and other faults. Please examine. (Est $40-70)

20

162 C 648 Washington DC 1929 cancel ties block of 8. "Via Air Mail to Miami for first flight from Cristobal, 

C.Z." First Flight USA Air Mail cachet. Cristobal C.Z. and Guayaquil, Ecuador receiving marks. Pencil 

marks on back. (Est $50-80)

28

163 C C1 Pair, registered, New Jersey To Canada, December 21, 1918  with Newark cancels sent to Toronto. 

Purple registered marking. Canada receiving CDS on back. C1 vertical pair has normal oxidation 

and the right stamp has a straight edge. Includes (2) 1918 Christmas seals (not tied). Some minor 

soiling and back faults. Opened and slightly reduced at left. Nice usage. F-VF. (Est $150-200)

70

164 C C2 Hotel advertising commercial first flight cover, 1918. Phil. July 15th receiving cancel on back. 

Faults at top, soiling, and POB. Still a great item! (SCV $800)

90

165 C C18 1933 Century of Progress Graf Zeppelin Flight, Miami to Akron. F-VF cover with proper special 

confirmation postmark, cancel and receiving postmark. Some minor soiling, and POB. (Sieger 

242A €200) (Est $80-110)  

40

166 C C19, 720, UC3 Pan Am Clipper Guam First Flight Round Trip (1935)… San Francisco to Guam and return first 

flights on one UC3 #10 envelope. (2) Pan Am cachets on one cover, (1 gray blue, 1 purple) for 

each flight. Some minor toning. (Est $80-120)

40

167 C C19 Anglo-American Good Will Coronation Flight (1937) round trip flights on one cover. US and GB 

postage. Pilot Dick Merrill signed. Blue and red cachets for each flight. Clean, VF #10 cover. Pencil 

marks on back. (Est $70-100)

34

168 C C20 Pair On 1936 Registered Flight To S.W. Africa… Clean cover that traveled from Denver to NY (air 

mail), NY to London (Ship-S/S. Bremen), London to Windhoek, S.W. Africa (air mail). Interesting 

and attractive. Pencil marks on back. (Est $50-90) 

24

169 C 1926 Flight Cover - Wash DC to Philadelphia, July 6th, 1926 special flight cover in concert with 

Philadelphia Sesquicentennial Celebration, signed by pilot Fred Parker. POB. (Est $40-60)

20

170 C 1928 Fort Worth TX to Pittsburgh PA flight cover with Scott C10, signed by Early Bird Burton 

Doolittle. Some toning, POB, otherwise F-VF. (Est $50-100)

20

171 C 1928 Pittsburgh, PA memorial cover to Air Corps 1st Lt Cyrus Bettis who died of injuries in a plane 

crash in Center Co., PA en route from Selfridge Field (MI). Signed by pilot H. Sievers sent to a Lt 

Colonel. Opened at top, couple wrinkles, o/w F-VF. (Est $40-60)

20

172 C 1931 Bluefield, WV flown cover signed by aviation pioneer George Yager. F-VF condition, with 

POB. (Est $50-75)

20

173 C 1932 Long Beach California - Air Week, signed by Captain Weilham VonGardenheim. Opened at 

top, F-VF condition (Est $40-60)

20

174 C Wake Island Trans-Atlantic First Flight Cover Aug 23 1935, rarely seen cover sent to Elizabeth 

Steele (secretary at Pan Am) August 23, 1935. Captain Sullivan signed. Pencil marks on back, torn 

at right. (Est $150-250)

75

US First Day Covers

175 FDC 720b Two different cacheted and addressed FDC's. 7/25/32 Washington D.C. cancels. Panes are F and 

FVF. Some toning spots and POB. (SCV $100 each)

30

176 FDC 730-731 Souvenir Sheets of 25 on individual first day covers. Some slight toning and minor corner damage, 

otherwise F-VF. (SCV $200)

32
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177 FDC Express Mail FDC Lot of 4 Different, Scott 2122, 2394, 2541 and 2542, (first 2 unaddressed and 

second 2 addressed). VF. Pencil marks on back. (SCV $120)

24

178 FDC E12 July 12, 1922 Washington D.C. cancel ties FVF E12 (10c grey violet). Some minor soiling and toning 

overall. POB. Also attached is a 2c stamp with corner damage. (SCV $500)

85

179 FDC E17-E19 Accumulation of 8 cacheted and addressed Special Delivery FDC's. Combinations of blocks & 

singles and a E19 plate block. Some toning and wear. (Est $30-40)

16

180 FDC UXC1a Deep Red Variety - January 10, 1949 Washington D.C. cancel. Includes a UXC1 FDC for 

comparison. UXC1a has toning and other soiling. Scott catalog recommends expertization, so 

please review. Sold "AS IS".  (SCV $250)

48

US Mint Sheets

181 ** 859//892 Famous Americans - Not a complete set, but all the 1c, 2c, 3c, and 5c values are present. Some 

perf separations on several. All MNH. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American 

Philatelic Society.  (Face value is $53.90)

30

182 ** 909-920 Overrun Countries - Full sheets of 50 for all countries except Scott 921, Korea in mint sheet file. 

Gum toning and minor perf separations, o/w F-VF.  (SCV $175)

26

183 ** USA Mint Sheet Lot - 1c, 2c, 6c, 8c Sheets - Over 50 mint sheets, mostly different, all MNH, but 

some of the older sheets may have some perf separations. Includes a folded Yorktown sheet 

(Scott 703). Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society.  (Face $194)

95

184 ** USA Mint Sheet Lot - 3c Sheets - 249 mint sheets, some duplication but usually no more than 2, 

all MNH. Some of the sheets have some perf separations. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to 

American Philatelic Society.  (Face $398)

190

185 ** USA Mint Sheet Lot - 4c Sheets - 86 mint sheets, some duplication but usually no more than 2. 

MNH, typically F-VF. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society.   (Face 

$186.40)

90

186 ** USA Mint Sheet Lot - 5c Sheets - 95 sheets, with some duplication but usually no more than 2.  

Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society. (Face $254.90)

120

187 ** Mint Sheet Lot - several dozen mint sheets, all MNH, mostly different, mostly 29c to 33c values, 

some higher. Many popular topics. Clean. (Face $350+)

170

188 ** Mint Sheet Lot - Clean lot of about 100 different mint sheets, mostly 37c to 44c values, some 

higher, with some minor duplication. Lots of topical content throughout. MNH. (Face $750+)

375

189 ** Mostly Modern Mint Sheets - Several dozen full sheets up to 42c face value era, with a couple 

Trans-Miss reissue $1 sheets, some still in PO packaging. Also a couple Birds and Flowers sheets, 

two sets of Celebrate the Century sheets, and a couple part sheets (mentioned for accuracy). 

Clean, MNH lot (Face $464)

230

190 ** Group of Modern Mini-Sheets - 41 mint sheets, with slight duplication. All 32c-37c 

commemoratives, fresh, VF., all MNH on black stock pages (Face $270)

150

191 ** Mint Sheets and Panes -  mostly 13c-37c values, about 50 mint sheets, with some duplication on 

stockpages in a springback album. The better include the Greetings from American ( 34c x5, 37c x 

3) and Wonders of America (x2), along with a full set of WW2 full sheets with a couple dupes. 

Clean, MNH material. (Face $435)

230

192 ** Mint Sheets and Panes -  mostly 37c-42c values, Although the lot begins with a dozen low value 

mini-sheets, the bulk of the value is in the 37c-42c range. Spotted Star Wars, Disney, Super 

Heroes, Nature of America, Eames, Distinguished Sailors and more. Mostly self-adhesive variety, 

all on black stock pages, clean, MNH. (Face $350)

170

US Postage Lots

193 ** Consignment Remainder of Postage in a Box - about a dozen year sets and then plate blocks and 

singles all presented in various formats. Generally F-VF and MNH. (shipping wt 14#)(Face over 

$350)

150
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194 ** Massive Mint Coil Accumulation - all on black stock pages, nice variety of several 100 coil singles, 

pairs, PNC3, PNC5, and lengthier strips. Permit owners will benefit because we didn't count 

permit required stamps in the face value just over $400. Mostly, if not all, is likely MNH. 

190

195 ** Plate Blocks, Singles, Scrap - all on black stock pages, mostly 32c-39c with some lower values and 

a few higher, and a set of Columbian souvenir sheets. Likely MNH, F-VF. (Face $320)

150

196 ** Mint Lot with Sheets, Year Sets, and Scrap  - clean lot in stock books, a cigar box, and several 

year sets between 1971-1995. All different time periods starting with the Prexies and going to the 

33c era. Spotted a $5 Hamilton also. Face value is over $500. (shipping wt 24#)

230

197 ** Priority and Express Mail MNH Plate Block Lot - 16 different plate blocks of 4. Values range from 

$2.40 to $14. Fresh, F-VF or better. (Face $466)

270

198 ** USA Mint Sheets and Panes - nice accumulation of mostly 33c-37c mint sheets along with a few 

panes all in page holders. Apparently all different from years 2000-2002. (Face $460)

230

199 ** Postage Lot - excellent accumulation of MNH all on black stock pages, mostly self-adhesive 

stamps issued in the 32c to 37c era. Mostly mint sheets among part sheets and some plate blocks. 

Clean, MNH, F-VF material. (Face $445)

220

200 ** High Value USA Postage Lot  - all $1 and up with values up to $19.99, minor duplication, many 

plate blocks, mostly self-adhesive, and a couple of express mail booklets (Scott 1909a). Clean lot. 

(Face $445)

230

201 ** Mint Sheets and Panes -  all in page holders. Includes a set of Celebrate the Century sheets,   

mostly 32c-33c values. Nice variety. (Face $427)

210

202 ** Postage Lot  -  mostly self-adhesive, several stockpages filled with mostly 32c and higher stamps. 

Spotted values up to 83c. Clean. (Face $400+)

200

203 ** Postage Lot  - Nice lot of several dozen items, mostly self adhesive panes, many 37c values, 

couple older booklets, some stamps. Clean lot all on black stock pages (Face $400+)

200

204 ** Booklet Lot  - several dozen older water-activated booklets as well as newer self-adhesive panes 

fill about 10 black stockpages. All usable postage. Face ranges mostly from 22c to 37c with some 

higher and some lower. (Face $370+)

180

205 ** Unopened PO Packages  - about 100 or so unopened PO packages, low value up to 40c range, 

there are several panes in the 50c+ range also. A bundle of presort, non-profit also included but 

not counted in overall face value of $350+.

170

206 ** Mint Plate Blocks, Sheets and Panes - nice variety of mint stamps in page holders from 1990-

1996 (mostly 25c-32c values). Mint plate blocks, sheets, and a few panes. All with gum. (Face 

$345)

170

207 ** Sheets, High Values, Scrap - nice diverse lot of higher value full sheets (face $147 with many 37c 

and up), high value $1 up (face $79), and scrap (face $70 with many 44c plus some forevers). 

(Total face $296)

150

208 ** Postage Lot in Large Pizza Box   - much is low value from the 3c time period, many plate blocks, 

and then some 29c-32c as well as items to 44c time period as well as several sheets. Spotted a 

few better "non-face" type items also. Bring a calculator. Mostly MNH, F-VF or better. (Est ($150-

200)

100
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USA General Collections/Boxlots

209 */o Collection in 9 Heirloom Albums - Enormous 1850's to 2009 mint and used collection housed in 9 

Mystic American Heirloom albums. The 19th century has loads of medium to higher catalog value 

used items but condition is very mixed so examination is recommended. The 20th century is very 

complete with both a mix of mint and used through the 1920's and then mostly mint thereafter. 

Some of the highlights are several grill issues, 1869 pictorials to the 30c, several used 90c 

banknote issues, Columbians and Trans-Miss to the 50c, many W-F's, Kansas-Nebraskas (unused), 

White Plains (MH), a nice group of Farleys, unused Prexies, and virually complete mint to 2009 

(mostly hinged mounted but there is over $1400 face value after 1982). The last volume is the 

back of the book having C1-6 unused, an unused Baby Zepp, and then complete mint to 2008. 

Special deliveries complete (mostly used), F1 unused, a nice selection of dues, officials, parcel 

post complete (unused and used), several revenues, and a small selection of Confederate States. 

Again, please take time to examine this collection as it is in very mixed condition. (shipping wt 

48#)(Est $2000-3000)   

950

210 */o 4 Volume American Heirloom Collection to 2005 - The first volume has the most "catalog" value 

as the other 3 will be all mint singles and sheets. The early issues begin with a couple imperfs, 

including a 2 margin Scott 17 used. Others in this album include several perf with and without 

grills, the 1869 series to the 12c along with a Scott 119, many banknotes to the 30c, and a Scott 

166 used, avg. Scott 219-229 used, Columbians and Trans-Miss used to the 50c, Pan-Am, 

Louisiana Purchase, Jamestown, and Pan-Pacific complete used. Many Washington-Franklins 

follow along with Kansas-Nebraskas mixed mint/used, several Farleys along with the souvenir 

sheets, Prexies complete mint ($5 is MNH), and then pretty much mint and much complete with 

Scott 1053 MNH all the way to 2005 with over $1300 in face value. Please note that many of the 

items in the first album are in very mixed condition. Please review. (shipping wt 24#)(Est $1500-

2200)  

900

211 o Several Dozen Early Issues Used - accumulation on a stock page (two sides) containing several 

dozen used stamps mostly in mixed condition. Some duplication with values to $650. Overall 

catalog value is over $7500. Some mixed condition. Examine. (Est $800-1200)

240

212 ** Massive Mint Plate Block Collection 1940-2005  - all different in 4 Harris Albums, mostly MNH, F-

VF or better, with only a few spaces empty. Includes Overrun Nations, Scott 906, and much more, 

including some higher denominations. We counted the face value and found it to be over $1500. 

(shipping wt 22#)

800

213 o Pre-1940 Used Accumulation of 1000's -  apparently pre-1940 stamps in glassines, on stock pages 

and stock cards as received in a large priority mail box. Spotted many stamps that aren't normally 

seen in these types of mixtures with 100's of $10 up items, Columbians, higher value Pan-Pacifics, 

Wash-Franklins, fancy cancels, many back of the book, etc. Expect very mixed condition, needs 

organizing. Careful examination will uncover the value.  Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to 

American Philatelic Society. (Est $1000-1500)

750

214 * Unused Collection to the 1930's - Nice high catalog collection on homemade pages either in 

mounts or hinge mounted. Includes Colombians to the 50c, Trans-Miss to the 10c, Scott #219 -

227, 300-309, 311 (faults), many Wash-Franks with catalog values to $50 and higher, Scott #328-

30, 548-50, 614-621, Parks perf and imperf, more. Airmails include Scott# C1-C6, C18 (x3). Some 

faults, hinge remnants, but overall a nice lot to pick from or add to. (Est $500-$700)

290

215 * Accumulation of Large Mint Blocks - 44 large dealer pages on 3 ring binder. MNH and MH, with 

hinging usually affects only a couple stamps or selvage. Blocks vary from 20 stamps to 60. 

Condition issues include some with perf separations, ink transfer, disturbed gum, etc. Many 

stamps in perfect condition within the blocks. Some nice, better plate blocks noted. High catalog 

value. Please examine.  (Est $700-1000)

300
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216 * Mint Plate Block Collection 1930's-1989 - Nice 3 volume collection (Harris) of many 100's of plate 

blocks. Spotted checked and apparently all with gum and all different, but expect some previously 

hinged. Nice lot going into the 25c time period. No back of the book. Generally F-VF overall. (Face 

over $500) (shipping wt 17#)

250

217 * Dealer Organized Earlier Backup Mint Stock in Binders-  Mint and MNH Regular, 

Commemorative and Air Mail issues in three large binders. Singles, sets, souvenir sheets, booklets 

and plate blocks seen. Time frame for material is generally from the 1930's to 60's. Much will be 

discount postage, however, some better noted. 1938 used Presidential set included. FVF overall. 

Please examine. (shipping wt 11#)(Est $300-400) 

140

218 * Older USA Mint Plate Block Selection - Starting with Scott 634 and going through the 1930's, 

includes the National Parks perf (MNH) and imperf (MNGAI), mostly on Harris album pages. Much 

is MNH including Scott 640-2, 654, 855, and others. Several dozen overall, mostly F-VF, some 

shorter selvages, occasional perf seps, but mostly F-VF throughout. (Est $150-250)

70

219 ** Accumulation Of Mostly MNH Blocks, Plate Blocks, Singles And Coils - Grouping starting with a 

MNH Scott 548 and runs generally through the Liberty Issue higher values. A few air mails 

including a MH C18. Many better coils seen with line pairs. Higher catalog with some duplication. 

Material is on 107 cards and dealer sales pages, and we spotted a couple covers also. Overall a 

FVF and better lot. Viewing recommended. (Est $450-550) 

220

220 */o Collection in Scott Hingeless Specialty Album to 1973 - Nice hingeless collection to build on 

although the cover is in somewhat rough condition. Sparse in early issues but picks up in 1920's. 

Highlights include some better 1869 pictorials used, Prexies mint complete to $5 which is MNH, 

Famous Americans mint, Scott C3 and C18 both mint, several used special deliveries, postage 

dues, special handling, and a mint Q5 and JQ3. Somewhat mixed condition throughout. Please 

examine. (Est $200-300)

100

221 ** Commemorative Stamp Club Panels in 10 Binders - covers mostly 22c to 29c era with higher 

denominations to $8.75 along with definitive panels. A collection to build on or extract from and 

add to yours! But there is duplication. MNH, generally F-VF or better. (Face $179)(shipping wt 

20#)

80

222 ** Commemorative Year Sets and More  - 13 different commemorative year sets (1971, 1978-84, 

1986-8, 1991, 2002) then 12 different other folders (including 1980-3 definitives, wildlife, 

presidential, etc). Some folders a little rough, but stamps are all OK. Total face value just over 

$180. (shipping wt 15#)

90

223 */o Mint/Used Inventory on Dealer Cards  - 2 dealer red boxes containing over 1500 dealer 102 

cards, some better, some duplication, from Scott #11 to about year 2005. Good variety, some of 

the book, with some good pickings for cancel hunters. Some mixed condition but mostly F-VF. (Est 

$100-150)  

50

224 o/FDC Large Boxlot Full of On and Off Paper, FDC's, Etc - Large box filled with 2 smaller boxes stuff with 

on paper, a box of off-paper sorted in glassines, a stockbook and stockpages in a binder filled with 

off paper, several hundred uncacheted first days still in unopened USPS packaging, and more, all 

hoping to find a new home. (shipping wt 41#) (Est $50-100)

20

225 o Mostly Used Collection in a Minuteman Album to 1980's - Nice collection with several 

banknotes, Columbians to the 10c value, Washigton-Franklins and a nice selection of back of the 

book. Clean, hinge mounted, with several $5 up stamps. Nice slightly better than beginner 

collection. Mostly F-VF, but occasional faults. (Est $75-100)

30
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US Cover Lots

226 C Early to Mid 1800's Stampless Cover Accumulation - 22 different stampless covers (1822-1856) 

from a variety of cities and states. Most with clear circular date stamps and manuscript postal 

rates. States represented include Connecticut, North Carolina, District of Columbia, South 

Carolina, Alabama, Virginia and Maryland. All are addressed to the same person, Capt. Thomas E. 

Oliver in New Hampshire. Contents reflect shipping contacts, cargo, financial agreements, sailing 

conditions plus more. Some minor condition issues but VF and interesting overall. (Est $350-450)   

170

227 C Stampless Cover Accumulation With Ship Related Markings - 1800's, eight covers, (7 from 

Baltimore, MD and 1 from Charleston, SC), to Capt. Thomas E. Oliver in New Castle or 

Portsmouth, New Hampshire. All with interesting ship related markings and rates. Most with clear 

CDS's. Blue and red stamped markings include, "STEAM", "SHIP", "STEAM BOAT" plus many 

different varieties of stamped rates. Some with manuscript rates. Contents relate to shipping 

business and cargo. Some condition issues but generally FVF. Well worth your review.(Est $250-

350)  

120

228 C 19th Century Fancy Cancels on Covers - Small group of 10 covers with a variety of fancy cancels. 

Some nice advertising covers, 1 wrapper and a couple Black Jacks seen. Many with condition 

issues. Please examine. (Est $50-70)

24

229 C Accumulation Of Stampless and Earlier Turn of the Century Covers - 23 covers that include 2 

stampless, some Michigan small towns and a grouping of mourning covers. A Swiss mourning 

cover added for international flair. Some condition issues as expected. Please review.  (Est $120-

150)

24

230 C Advertising Cover Lot - 20 different covers mostly late 1800's with a variety of advertising 

corners. Couple all-overs also, with farming, mining, paper companies, and more. Mixed condition 

and offered at a fraction of the original owner's retail of about $1000. Examine. (Est $300-500)

200

231 C Cover Lot  From 1850's Banknotes to Modern Era  - about 470 stamped covers all in glassines and 

Scott numbered. Goes from Scott 147 to the mid-1980's including a couple airmails and 

postcards. 80% are below Scott 1000 and are of general usage, business correspondence, and 

some advertising. A diverse group in mostly F-VF condition. Examine. (Est $125-175)

70

232 C Early Airmail Covers Late 1910's/Mid 1920's - Group of 11 different covers featuring Scott C2, C4, 

C5, and C6. Some transcontinental, first flight, commercial, etc. Mixed condition. (Est $200-250) 

95

233 C 1920's to 40's Better Cover Accumulation - dealer accumulation of 101 better, sleeved, earlier to 

mid 20th century covers. There are Registered, Special Delivery, advertising, postal markings 

varieties, postage due, plus more. Counted items include a handful of postcards. Some condition 

issues but F-VF overall. (Est $250-375)

120

234 C Lindbergh Cover Accumulation - 10 different Lindbergh related, cacheted covers. Most are from 

1927-1930 with a couple modern anniversary covers. A nice selection of events and flights. A very 

clean and VF grouping. (Est $120-150)

60

235 C Macon Airship Cover Accumulation  - Six different clean and attractive covers (3 from 1933 and 3 

from 1935). Moffett Field, Lakehurst and Akron cancels seen. Nice cachets. A couple covers with 

gum line stains. (Est $60-90)

30

236 C Foreign Destinations Cover Lot - Interesting group of 22 covers in somewhat mixed condition. 

Destinations include Japan, several China, various European cities, South Africa, and Chile. Late 

1800's to 1950's. Examine. (Est $400-600)

250

237 C Large Box of Covers and QSL Cards - box of about 2000+ items...mostly covers and maybe a 

couple 100 QSL radio cards. Spotted a few better covers but mostly common modern. Mixed 

condition. Examine. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society . 

(shipping wt 25#)(Est $200-300)

95
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238 C Art Cover Exchange (ACE) Accumulation - 115 different cacheted covers. Unique, humorous and 

beautiful artwork from many artists. A variety of different artistic methods are used to produce 

these covers. Well worth a look! VF lot. (Est $100-130)

48

239 C Airport Dedication Cover Accumulation - 120 different covers (1930's to 50's) from 12 states. 10 

each from California, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Louisiana, Missouri, N. Carolina, Oregon, S. 

Carolina, Texas and Wisconsin. A couple extra from Wyoming and Washington D.C. thrown in for 

good measure. Nice cachets. VF overall. (Est $80-120)

40

240 C 1930's To 60's Cover Accumulation - mostly a FDC lot with some airport and post office 

dedications plus other interesting items. A nice variety of cachets on 79, majority addressed, 

sleeved covers. A few with condition issues but generally FVF. Mostly in the $3-10 range with 

some duplication. Take a look. (Est $50-70)

24

241 C Mostly Commercial  Cover Lot - Mixed accumulation of mostly #10 commercial covers (1930's-

80's). Some political, philatelic and a small group with Special Delivery usages. Nice grouping of 

different airline company business mail also. Generally a clean lot with some mixed condition.   

Mixed accumulation of mostly #10 commercial covers. Some political, Philatelic and a small group 

with Special Delivery usages. Nice grouping of different airline company business mail also. 

Generally a clean lot with some mixed condition. (Est $70-100)

34

242 C Bankers Box with about 1500 Mostly 20th Century Covers - Wide variety of different covers from 

the 1930's into the 2000's. Might be of consideration for a dealer's dollar table. Condition varies 

throughout. (shipping wt 17#)(Est $100-150) 

50

243 C Interesting Accumulation of Earlier Covers and Postal History - Grouping of about 250 items 

from generally the 30' to the 50's with some newer. Lot includes airmails, Registered, Special 

Delivery, Michigan small towns, Service Clubs plus much more. Clean material. Take a look. (Est 

$250-350)

120

USA First Day Cover Collections

244 FDC 3561-3610 Greetings from America 34c Values  - complete set of 50 unaddressed first day covers in Postal 

Commemorative Society binder. Clean. (Est $20-40)

10

245 FDC Dealers First Day Cover Lot - clean lot of addressed and unaddressed  between Scott 928//1939. 

Mostly Artcraft and Artmaster cachets seen. Nice, complete set of State Birds (with State Flags 

attached) noted. Some duplication. All covers are in glassines and identified. VF lot. (Est $60-80)

40

246 FDC Collins Complete First Day Cover Sets  - Very attractive artwork for the 1997 Classic American 

Aircraft and 1998 Trans-Mississippi sets. Full color and eye catching. Sleeved, 2 different XF 

complete sets. (Est $60-90)

30

247 FDC Bankers Box with First Day Covers  - Several 100 first days in 4 Postal Commemorative albums 

plus some loose at the bottom of the box. Clean and addressed with the write-ups for your 

reading pleasure.(shipping wt 20#) (Est $100-200)

24

248 FDC First Day Cover Lot 1930's to 1990's with Airmail - Owners count of 672 almost fill two cover 

boxes with a nice variety of first days all identified in glassines. Most are cacheted and 

unaddressed, and there are several modern sets. Very minor duplication with some of the earlier 

covers not cacheted. Spotted Scott 839-47 (uncacheted) and a Scott 1909. Clean. (Est $200-300) 

75

249 FDC Large Box of Mostly First Day Covers - mostly promotional stuff with over a 100 gold foil FDC, 2 

sets of Birds and Flowers FDCs in appropriate cover albums, a USA Bicentennial binder with 

covers, and a couple more items. (shipping wt 30#) (Est $50-100) 

16
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Canada Stamps and Collections

Newfoundland

250 (*) 25 MNG, VF, nicely centered (SCV $600) P 75

251 * 61-74 Complete set, unused, mixed condition, hinge remnants, one no gum, couple faults. All 

presentable from the front, with fine or better centering. (SCV $367.50)

38

252 * 78-85 Complete set, unused, couple with hinge remnants, a couple NH. All centered fine or better. (SCV 

$152.50)

18

253 * 115-126 Complete set of 12 unused values. Mixed condition, mostly sound except 5c value has a crease, 

and a couple with no gum. Mostly fine or better for this difficult "Caribou"set. (SCV $290.75)

34

254 * 127-130 Complete set of 4 different, unused, all with hinge remnants, couple tiny faults. Fine or better 

centering. (SCV $266.25) 

30

255 * 131-144 Complete set of 14 different values, unused, with a couple no gum (3c value appears a bit soiled 

and may be used since it has no gum), all appear sound and presentable with fine or better 

centering. (SCV $197.05)

26

256 * 145-159 Complete set of 14 different, unused, all with gum, couple with hinge remnants, couple with 

pencil marks on back, 10c value with some toning. Otherwise fine or better centering. (SCV 

$139.85)

20

257 * 163-71 Complete set, MH, F-VF, some with hinge remnant (SCV $162) 24

258 ** 172-182 Complete set of 11 different, MNH, couple with fingerprints on gum,  F-VF. (SCV $459) 80

259 ** 183//264 A group of 20 different unchecked for perfs, all MNH, couple with fingerprints, couple with minor 

gum disturbance. (SCV $134.55+)

22

260 * 212-225 Complete set of 14 different, unused, all with gum, some with hinge remnants. Generally F-VF 

centering. (SCV $162.55)

22

261 * C13-C17 Complete airmail set of 5 different issued 1933. MH, F-VF. (SCV $185 as MH) 40

262 */o Canada Provinces Dealer Stock on Cards - Nice compact accumulation of over 60 mostly mint 

stamps on dealer cards, with minor duplication. Spotted a couple imperf Newfy stamps, a 

"Specimen" overprint, and more. Mostly Newfy, but some PEI, Nova Scotia and New Bruswick 

along for the ride. Some mixed condition, but many nice sound stamps. (Est $150-200) 

75

Canada Stamps

263 o 22 Used,  VF-XF, light cancel, short perf at left. (SCV $160) P 34

264 * 46 MLH, just avg- fine (SCV $425) 34

265 * 50 MH, F-VF, Half cent Jubilee(SCV $110) 16

266 ** 51 MNH, VF pair (SCV $150) 22

267 * 58 MHR, VF, nice color (SCV $275) P 42

268 o 59 Used, F-VF, moderately heavy cancel, POB and other markings on back.(SCV $190) 28

269 * 61 MHR, VF, nice color, thin and a couple blunt perfs at top. (SCV $1000) P 100

270 o 61 Used, F-VF, with heavy 'Union Station Toronto' cancel. $1 Jubilee (SCV $700) P 70

271 o 62 Used, F-VF, heavier bar cancel, light horizontal crease. $2 Jubilee (SCV $600) P 100

272 o 64 Used, F-VF, heavier cancel. $4 Jubilee (SCV $1100) P 195

273 ** 104 MNH, VF, block of 4 with top selvage. (SCV $240) 36

274 * 105//120 A group of blocks of 4, all blocks have disturbed gum and are cataloged as hinged. Most blocks 

have VF centering except #113, 118, 119, and 120 which are F-VF. (SCV $2020)

290

275 * 108 Strip of 4 (3 MNH, 1 MH), with top selvage with printers markings. F-VF (SCV $205) 30

276 ** 132 MNH pair, VF Beauty! (SCV$160) P 30
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277 **  141-145 MNH, F-VF+ blocks….Scott 141,(block of 8), 142, (block of 6), 143, (block of 6), 144, (block of 8), 

145, (block of 4). All blocks, except 145, have top selvage. Scott 143 with small inclusion on top 

center stamp, Scott 144 MHR in selvage only and Scott 145 with gum disturbance on lower right 

stamp. (SCV $427)

80

278 ** 149-159 Complete set of 11 different, MNH, some fine centered, but mostly F-VF. (SCV $1465) 160

279 o 153a Used, fine, booklet pane of 6, with a hinge remnant (SCV $140) 20

280 o 158iii Used, F-VF, 50c Bluenose with "Man in the Mast" variety. Lower left corner crease does not 

detract. (Unitrade CV $1200)

P 180

281 * 159 MH, VF, high value in set (SCV $300) P 30

282 ** 160-161 Fine, complete set of 2 different coils (SCV $150) 18

283 ** 160-161 Coil pairs, Fine+, MNH - KGV, perf 8 (SCV $300) 42

284 ** 162-177 Complete set of 16 different, MNH but spotted a couple fingerprints on a few. Fine or better 

centering. (SCV $1037)

130

285 **  178-183 Complete set of 6 different coils. MNH, but a couple with some minor gum disturbance, centered 

fine or better. (SCV $174)

20

286 ** 217-227 Complete set of 11 different, MNH, all centered F-VF or better. (SCV $200.60) 32

287 ** 241-245 Complete set of 5 different, MNH, all F-VF or better. (SCV $149) 18

288 ** 249-262 Complete set of 14 different, MNH, F-VF (SCV $194) 26

289 ** 249-262 Complete set of 14 different, MNH, couple fingerprints on gum side. F-VF or better centering. 

(SCV $194)

24

290 ** 249-262 Complete set of 14 different, MNH, except Scott 154 is used, some minor gum toning but F-VF 

overall. (SCV $193)

28

291 ** 278-281 Coil pairs, perf 9-1/2, MNH, F-VF, couple with tiny natural gum skips (SCV $134) 20

Canada Airmails

292 ** C1-C9 Complete as issued, 9 different airmails. MNH, generally fine or better. (SCV $258) 34

293 ** C2 Block of 4, MNH F-VF (SCV $480) 65

294 ** C4 Block of 4, MNH VF (SCV$280) 42

Canada Other Back of Book

295 * E1-11 Complete as issued, 11 different special delivery. Scott E1 MHR with pencil marks on back, E2 

MLH, E5 MNH with gum disturbance, others MNH. Mostly F-VF. (SCV $587)

65

296 ** J4 MNH, VF (SCV $110) 16

297 ** J11-J14 Complete set of postage dues. MNH, F-VF. (SCV $115.50) 20

298 * F3 Unused, VF, some gum disturbance/part gum, otherwise a select stamp. (SCV $600 as hinged) P 150

299 * MR1 Block of 4, VF, with top selvage and printers markings (Ottawa-No-A 17). 2 stamps MNH and 2 

MH. Selvage has hinge mark also. (SCV $170)

26

300 ** MR2 Block of 4, MNH, F-VF, with top selvage and printers markings (Ottawa-No-A 6). Gum skips in 

selvage.  (SCV $240)

36

Canada Semi-Official Airmails

301 * CL9-CL11 Elliot-Fairchild Air Service and Air Transport LTD. CL9, mint with disturbed gum, CL10 MNH with 

small dark spot on lower right and CL11 MNH. All are centered VF. 50% premium added for the 

NH stamps as directed by the catalog. (Unitrade CV $225)

44

302 ** CL40//52 Small lot of 10 Semi-Officials, (CL40, 41, 43, 44, 46 48 x2, 50, 51 and 52). All MNH. One of the 

CL48's has a SE. (Unitrade CV $273.75)

65

303 (*) CLP3 Aero Club of Canada $1 Red and Blue. No gum catalog value. XF centering. A few face scuffs 

noted. (Unitrade CV $150)

28
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Canada Covers

304 C C1, E3 Alberta airmail (1929),  F-VF,  Fort Fitzgerald to Fort McMurray. Cachet of an Indian hunting with 

rifle and wearing snowshoes. Some gum line toning and minor soiling. (Est $30-50)

14

305 C CLP5 Estevan-Winnipeg Promotional issue, $1 black on red paper. October 1, 1924 first flight. 

Appropriate oval cachet/ cancels tie stamps to cover. Mining and Coal related information cover 

the entire back of envelope. Upper right corner damage.  (Unitrade CV $275)

P 50

306 C First Flight Cover Accumulation - Exceptionally clean accumulation of 500+ first flight covers. 

Separated by year with many different and better flights seen. A handful of later material also 

included. Little to no duplication. This quality and quantity of earlier flights are not seen too often. 

Take a look! (Est $550-850)

270

307 C Canada Provinces 1929 Air Mail Cover Accumulation - Qty 29 "First Maritime Air Pageant, Special 

Air Mail Flights" cacheted covers. Provinces include P.E.I., New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. 

Canada Scott C1 used on all but one of the covers. Some duplication and condition issues but 

overall a very nice lot.(Est $80-100)

40

Canada Collections

308 * Huge Accumulation of Mint Postage - Thousands of stamps in singles, blocks, booklets, and 

souvenir sheets going into the 2000's. Much appears to be just postage, but there are few "better 

than postage" items scattered within. Many different amongst the face value here and spending 

some time with this lot and a calculator could be rewarding. Much MNH and VF. (Est $400-500)

200

309 */o Group of Better on 15 Dealer Sales Pages - mint and used earlier, Scott used 40, 40b, 47, 54, 56,  

159, 217a, 245 (block of 4), 302 (block of 4). Scott MNH, 51, 211-216, 294 x2, 302 x2, CE1 and C4. 

F-VF and better.  (SCV $888.50)

130

310 */o Better Mint & Used Small Accumulation On Dealer Pages - small accumulation of dealer stock on 

9 sales pages. Highlights include #28 used, #92 MH (toning spots), #97 MNH, F1 MH plus more. 

Some condition issues, but noted. Please review. (SCV $876.85)

85

311 * Small Group of Mint Better Items - includes Scott 58 MNH F-VF, 119 MNH fine, 123 MNH fine 

and 124 MH Fine. Nice, high catalog group.  (SCV $1320)

190

312 */o Canada and Provinces Inventory - 3 dealer red boxes with several thousand stamps, starts with 

Scott 15 and goes to the year 2005 or so, with back of the book, and a nice selection of Provinces. 

Very mixed condition and viewing is recommended. (shipping wt 14#)(Est $250-300)

120

313 */o Early to 1970's Collection - in Harris  Canada and Provinces album contains hinged material 

beginning in 1859. Scattered mint but mostly used before 1940. Many better items seen including 

Queens, 1928-29 complete set (with MH Bluenose), Air Mail, other BOB and more. Some loose 

items and a small, full stock book included. Minimal Provinces stamps. Some duplication and 

condition issues but generally F-VF. (Est $300-400)

150

314 ** Canada Year Sets 1975//2013  - 25  different sets issued by the Canadian post office. 

Encompasses 1975-87, 1990, 1993, 1995, 1997-8, 2000-1, 2003, 2005, 2013, plus an extra called 

"The Collection of Canada Stamps". Clean, MNH. (shipping wt 42#)(Est $400-500)

200

315 */o Canada Collection in Scott Specialty Album to 1980's - mint and used in mounts, sparse in the 

early issues, mostly mint after 1939 with little back of the book. Pages for provinces are there. 

Some condition issues for both stamps and album pages (toning). (Est $100-150)

50
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316 o Canada Mostly Used Stamp Collection to 1974 -  Scott Master Canada album containing several 

better $10-up stamps along with back of the book and provinces (with a dozen or so 

Newfoundland). Some mixed condition, but many F-VF stamps throughout. Clean album and 

pages worthy of building on. (Est $50-75)

24

317 */FDC "The Story of Canada" - published by Excelsior Collectors Guild. Stamps and first days (with gold 

cachets!) neatly presented on ornate pages, each with detailed Canadian history. About 84 

different spread over 4 books w/slipcases. Also included is "Canada 125 - The Canadian 

Experience" with copies of important documents and info on Prime Ministers. High original cost. 

VF condition. (shipping wt 23#) (Est $100-200)

24

Doctor Aeneas Constantine 

Lot # Scott # Min Bid

Greece

318 * 125-6 MH, Avg- Fine - 1896 Olympics 1d and 2d values in 1896 Olympics set. Average-fine centering, 

previously hinged. (SCV $440) 

P 44

319 * 126 MHR (x3), average - 1896 2d Olympics, 3 presentable copies, all average-fine centering, all with 

hinge remnants, two of which have very tiny thins. (SCV $975)

60

320 o 126 Used (x 9), average-fine - 1896 2d Olympics, some faults including a stamp with a repair and few 

with toning. Cancel or shade possibilities. Examine. (SCV $945)

44

321 * NJ12-13 MHR, fine, for use in Turkey occupied by Greece. Black overprints reading down, Scott NJ12 has 

some minor gum adhesion, NJ13 has some minor creases. (SCV $367.50)

P 32

322 * NJ26 MHR, F-VF, nice stamp, carmine overprint reading up. For use in Turkey occupied by Greece. (SCV 

$147.50)

P 20

323 */o 11//22 Mint/Used Accumulation  - several 100 large Hermes heads, mint and used, very mixed condition 

but many better examples to sort through, with cancel possibilities. (Est $400-500)

190

324 */o 24//42 Mint/Used Accumulation - several dozen large Hermes heads, mint and used, in very mixed 

condition. There are several nice examples with cancel possibilities. Likely over $15K in SCV but 

our estimate takes condition and duplication into consideration. (Est $700-900)

350

325 o 43//47a Mostly Used Accumulation - many 100's large Hermes heads, mostly used, in very mixed 

condition with cancel possibilities. Scott 43-7, 43a-e, 45a-47a. Likely over $20K in old SCV but our 

estimate takes condition and duplication into consideration. Please examine. (Est $800-1200)

400

Sterling Kingbrook Auctions is honored to be the sole auctioneer of the Dr. Aeneas Constantine estate from Harrisville, Michigan 

through the Harrisville Institute of Cultural Learning (HICL). “Doc” Constantine, a Greek scholar, amassed diverse and astonishing 

collections of artifacts which include ancient books, artwork, medical instruments, historic letters, coins, stamps, and more. We are 

fortunate to have been selected to initiate the “sharing” of one of his lifelong passions…stamps.

Doc was born in 1912 at the western edge of the Ottoman Empire, and reared in Izmir, known to the Greeks as Smyrna. So it is only 

appropriate that the first consignment to come out of HICL is Doc’s Greece and all Greek-related stamps and covers that were part of 

his “back-up” collection.

Sterling Kingbrook Auctions dedicate a portion of this auction catalog to Dr. Constantine hoping to find the true collectors that share 

the same passion for philately as Doc did. We have already accepted consignments for future auctions.

The following 50 auction lots are from the Doc’s back-room inventory. There are many nice stamps that would add to or upgrade a 

worldwide or specialized Greece and related areas collection. We’ve attempted to organize by time period and geographic area, with 

aggressive start bids and estimates that take into account catalog value, condition, and duplication. Viewing in person the depth of this 

consignment will be very enjoyable, as well as beneficial. All proceeds go to the Harrisville Cultural Learning Center.
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326 o 49-51 Used Accumulation, 1876 Issue - several dozen large Hermes heads (without figures on back), all 

used, in very mixed condition. There are several nice examples with cancel possibilities. Old 

catalog value exceeds $1300 but our estimate takes into account condition and duplication. (Est 

$75-125)

50

327 o 53//58b Used Accumulation, 1880-2 Issue - Several 100 large Hermes heads (without figures on back), all 

used, in very mixed condition, all identified in glassines. Scott 53-8, 56a-b having several nice 

examples with cancel possibilities. Old catalog value exceeds $11K but our estimate takes into 

account condition and duplication. (Est $750-900)

375

328 o 64-72 Mostly Used Accumulation, 1886-8 Imperf Issue - couple 100 imperf Hermes heads, mostly used, 

in very mixed condition, all identified in glassines. Several nice examples with cancel possibilities. 

Old catalog value exceeds $800 but much higher in today's catalog. Our estimate takes into 

account condition and duplication. (Est $75-100)

40

329 */o 81//104 Mint/Used Accumulation, 1891-95 Issues - accumulation of likely 1000 stamps all identified in 

glassines and catalogued in the early 1980's. Mostly used with cancel possibilities, some mint and 

used in multiples. Spotted Scott 93b unused (x2). Old catalog value about $10K, today much 

higher, and our estimate takes into account the mixed condition and duplication. (Est $600-900)

300

330 */o 107//116 Mint/Used Accumulation, Athens 1889-95 Issues - Accumulation of several 100 stamps all 

identified in glassines and catalogued in the early 1980's. Mostly used with cancel possibilities, 

some mint and used in multiples. Old catalog value over $2600, today much higher, and our 

estimate takes into account the mixed condition and duplication. (Est $200-300)

95

331 */o 117//125 Mint/Used Accumulation, 1896 Olympics Issue - Accumulation of several 100 stamps all identified 

in glassines and cataloged in the early 1980's with stamps up to the 1d value. Mostly used with 

cancel possibilities. Old catalog value over $4400, today much higher, and our estimate takes into 

account the mixed condition and duplication. (Est $300-400)

160

332 o 129//144 Mostly Used Accumulation, 1900 Surcharges - Accumulation of several 100 stamps all identified in 

glassines. Mostly used with cancel possibilities. Old catalog value over $1300, today much higher, 

and our estimate takes into account the mixed condition and duplication. (Est $100-150)

48

333 * 151//161a Unused Accumulation, 1900 Surcharged "AM" Issues - Accumulation of over a dozen unused 

stamps all identified in glassines. Catalog value just over $500, and include Scott 160 (x2), 161 

(x2), and 161a. Our estimate takes into account the mixed condition and some minor duplication. 

(Est $60-90)

30

334 */o 165//178 Mint/Used Accumulation, 1901 Issue - Accumulation of many 100's all identified in glassines and 

cataloged in the early 1980's. Used with cancel possibilities, mint in singles and multiples, with 

many higher values present in quantity. Old catalog value over $3500, likely higher today, and our 

estimate takes into account the mixed condition and sometimes heavy duplication. (Est $300-400)

150

335 */o 179//197 Mint/Used Accumulation with Proofs, 1902-6 Issues - Accumulation of several 100 stamps all 

identified in glassines and cataloged in the early 1980's. Used with cancel possibilities, unused 

include Scott 179-183 (MHR), and a few Perkins-Bacon Proofs in pretty rough condition. Includes 

Scott 180 unused (x2), 181 unused (x3), 183 unused, 195 used (x11). Old catalog value over 

$1300, today much higher, and our estimate takes into account the mixed condition and 

duplication. (Est $100-150)

50

336 */o 200//524 Large Mint/Used Accumulation, 1921-1950 - Accumulation of a likely several 1000 in all identified 

in glassines and cataloged in the early 1980's.  Set up in 4 smaller boxes, mixed mint and used 

with many better items throughout (note Scott 334 x2 unused, 338-43 unused).  Old catalog value 

over $6600, likely higher today, and our estimate takes into account the mixed condition and 

duplication. (Est $600-800)

290
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337 */o 525//1595 Large Mint/Used Accumulation, 1950-1987 - Accumulation of several 1000 in all identified in 

glassines and cataloged in the 1980's. Set up in 5 smaller boxes, mostly mint with many blocks 

(MNH) and occasional used. Several better items mostly in the first box with notables including 

unused Scott 537 (x15), 539-44, 568-73, 691-707 (blocks), and 538 used. Older catalog value over 

$6200, and our estimate takes into account the some occasional mixed condition and duplication. 

(shipping wt 16#) (Est $800-1200) 

400

338 */o Greece Large Mint/Used Accumulation in Glassines to 1990 - Massive mint/used accumulation in 

several 100s of glassines all identified. Most value is in the early Hermes such as used Scott 9 (x3), 

22 (x25), 29 (x10), and 35 (x15), and unused 490-7. Most with sensible duplication (and cancel 

pickings) but sometimes up to 50. Old catalog value over $13K, likely higher today, and our 

estimate takes into account the mixed condition and duplication. (Est $800-1200)

400

339 */o Greece Large Back of the Book Accumulation in Glassines - Accumulation of a likely 1000 

identified glassines and cataloged in the early 1980's. Covers semis, airmails, dues, postal tax, and 

revenues. Some duplication, sometimes large as there are 20+ unused sets of Scott C1-4. Also 

spotted a MH Zepp set, C71-3, and several nice dues. Some heavy duplication in postal tax much 

of what is not counted in an old catalog value over $2700+. Our estimate takes into account the 

mixed condition and duplication. (Est $200-300)

100

340 ** C3 var Vlastos A2a / Hellas A2a, Aeroespresso Italiana 1st issue (Patagonia), 3d value in block of four, of 

which one is a blank label, MNH with a gum blemish one stamp and a few perf separations. 

Otherwise F-VF. (Est $40-60)

P 24

341 ** C3 var As previous, MNH with some minor gum disturbance affecting 3 stamps and a few perf 

separations. Otherwise F-VF. (Est $40-60)

20

342 ** C3 var As previous, MNH with some small stains, some soiling and fingerprints on back. Otherwise F-VF. 

(Est $30-50)

14

343 C Greece Airmail Covers with First Airmail Issues, 1926-1931 - A group of 5 different covers all with 

various tied first airmail issues. Interesting cancels and markings, includes a registered cover to 

London. Mostly F-VF condition with some pencil markings. Examine. (Est $100-150)

50

344 ** C5 MNH Block of 15, 1933 30d Zeppelin, fresh, with major perf separations. Nice multiple centered F-

VF. (Est $150-200)

65

345 ** C61-C66 Full Sheets of 1943 Airmail Issue  - 3 complete sets (6 different) in sheets of 50, MNH, a couple 

sheets with selvage flaws and/or curling. Otherwise F-VF. (SCV $225)

20

346 o Greece Cancel Accumulation -  couple 1000 cancelled stamps all set up by city in several 100 

identified #4 glassines packing a dealer red box. Hermes time period to modern makes this an 

appealing lot for the cancel collector/specialist. Some multiples noted, as well as Crete and 

Thrace. Enjoy! (Est $300-500)

150

347 C Greece First Flight or Airmail Covers 1929-1940s  - 35 different airmail or first flight covers. Great 

markings throughout, mixed condition on a few but many F-VF covers. Nice display of Greek 

aerophilately. (Est $250-350)

100

348 C Greece WW2 Censored Mail Covers - over 30 covers mailed from Greece to mostly USA and 

England during WW2 time period. Many airmail. Some are in pretty rough shape. Examine. (Est 

$75-100)

30

349 C Consular Mail from German Embassy in Athens Greece - Mostly 1890's Over 100 covers sent 

from the German embassy in Athens Greece in the 1890's to mostly different destinations, mostly 

sent to England. Perf and imperf Hermes as well as a couple of the 1896 Olympics (Scott 122) are 

used on cover with most having receiving cancels. Mostly F-VF. (Est $100-200)

50
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350 */o Greece Aegean Islands Accumulation - Occupation and More  - Collector's catch all includes 

various entities with 100's of stamps, includes Lemnos, Mytilene, Icaria, Salonica (on Russian and 

Italian stamps as well as 1927 and 1930 fair labels), Samos, Janina (on Italian stamps), and then a 

large accumulation of several 100 mint/used Turkey military stamps (Scott M1-5). Interesting 

areas all in glassines identified years ago and likely very high catalog today. Mixed condition, 

expect duplication. Worth consideration. (Est $150-200)

75

351 */o Greece - Turkey Occupation Accumulation - many 100s of stamps in about 100 glassines all 

identified and cataloged many years ago. Spotted Scott N122 unused (x2), N150 unused (x2), 

several better dues, but there is duplication and very mixed condition. Old catalog value close to 

$3000 and likely higher now for this difficult area. Examine. (Est $300-400) 

150

352 o Corfu - Italian Occupation Scott N15-N34 Complete Set on Pieces with First Day Cancels - Rare 

complete set of 20 different stamps on individual pieces with first day cancels. Stamps generally 

centered F-VF. (SCV $2363)

300

353 o as above 300

354 */o Crete Accumulation in Glassines - With Occupation and Vlastos Listed - likely a 1000 stamps, 

some in multiples, mostly identified in 100's of glassines. Many different along with a nice 

selection of dues and officials. We also spotted French, Austrian, and Italian Crete, revenues, 

cancels, Scott unlisted (but Vlastos listed). Many better throughout, duplication exists, with some 

mixed condition. Very high catalog value, examine. (Est $500-800) 

250

355 * Epirus - Greek Occupation Scott N12 MH, F-VF (SCV $135) 18

356 */o Epirus Accumulation in Glassines including North Epirus - accumulation of both country and 

occupation issues in about 100 glassines all identified and cataloged many years ago. Some mild 

duplication, some mixed condition. Spotted unused Scott N219-228, Vlastos identified and 

unlisted under the occupation issues. Under the country of Epirus, there is a Scott N12 unused 

and used, N19 used. Difficult area. Examine. (Est $150-250)

75

357 */o French Offices in Turkey - Cavalle, Dedeaugh, Port Lagos, Vathy - accumulation of several 100 

stamps identified in glassines many years ago. Nice variety with some duplication and mixed 

condition. Take a look! (SCV $2500+, Est $250-350)

130

358 */o Ionian Islands Accumulation - British Protectorate, Italian Occupation, Cancels - Group of about 

100 glassines all identified many years ago containing British Protectorate issues (SCV $900), 

Italian Occupation (SCV $1300), general issues, several 100 identified cancels, and fraudulent 

Island of Cerigo overprints. Some duplication, likely some dubious overprints, some mixed 

condition. Examine. (Est $175-225)

95

359 ** Ionian Islands Italian Occupation N1//NRA3 MNH Selection - A group of 9 different MNH pairs 

includes N1-N4, N5a, N6, N9, NRA1, and NRA3. Forgeries exist, so  sold "as is". Generally F-VF. 

(SCV $490)

50

360 ** Ionian Islands Italian Occupation Scott N6 MNH Overprint Variety - Open "C" in Cefalonia. MNH, 

F-VF, light pencil mark on back. (SCV $95 as normal) (Est $50-100)

18

361 * Ionian Islands Italian Occupation Scott NC11 MH Fine - roulette 13-1/2 overprint on Greece Scott 

C36. Although forgeries exist, signed on back, but sold "as is". (SCV $2400)

P 100

362 */o Italy Occupation of Aegean Islands Mint/Used Accumulation - about 100 glassines, all identified, 

with some light duplication. Spotted Scott unused C28-31, unused Calino 10, unused Castellorizo 

60-4, unused Lisso 10, unused Rhodes 13 (x2), 29-30, with some additional strength in Rhodes. 

Some mixed condition, but generally fine or better. Should fill a few holes in a mid-range 

collection or dealer stock. Examine. (Est $150-200)

75

363 * Italy - Aegean Islands Scott 31-5, C28-C31 MHR Complete Set - Popular "Soccer" complete set 

issued 1934, airmails issues are MLH, others MHR. Fine. (SCV $795) (SCV $795)

95
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364 * Italy - Rhodes Scott 13 Unused, F-VF, nice appearance, some gum disturbance with some offset. 

(SCV $240)

P 30

365 * Italy - Rhodes Scott CB1-CB4 MH, F-VF Complete Set - Surcharges, Airpost-Semi Postal complete 

set issued 1944. (SCV $140)

24

366 */o Thrace Accumulation in Glassines with Much Occupation - over 100 glassines identified years ago 

includes a nice selection of Giumulzina District issues, with several signed; Allied  and Greek 

occupation with some heavy duplication in singles and multiples; The Greek occupation includes 

unused Scott N37 (x2), N45, N68 (x2), and other better. Also spotted a few inverted and double 

overprints. Some mixed condition but mostly nice stamps to fill in some empty spots in your 

collection or build your dealer stock. (Est $200-300)   

100

367 ** Thrace Scott 1-4 MNH Complete Set, F-VF, Signed - Giumulzina District issue of 1913. Gum is a bit 

toned and slightly crackly. (SCV $265)

30

Thank you for your support of the HICL

Worldwide Stamps, Covers and Collections

368 ** Albania Modern Europa MNH Accumulation - just over a dozen items, mostly full sheets, then a 

booklet and a couple souvenir sheets. Minor duplication, clean and identified, covering mid-

1990's to mid-2000's. (SCV $353.25)

40

369 * Algeria Scott B14-B26 MLH complete set, F-VF, both 10c and 1fr have a light angular crease (SCV 

$337.50)

28

370 ** French and Spanish Andorra Europa MNH Full Sheets  - Fr Andorra Scott 236-7, 506; Sp Andorra 

Scott 143-4, 153-4, and 244. 8 different sheets. MNH, F-VF. (SCV $215.20)

22

371 ** Armenia Modern MNH Europa Lot  - just over a dozen sheetlets of 10, and a booklet, from 

1997//2009. MNH, F-VF, clean lot with just minor duplication. (SCV $398)

42

Australia

372 * 218-221 MH, F-VF, complete set (SCV $278.50) P 42

373 */o Australia from APS Sales Books - Unsold APS sales pages that have been cut down from their 

approval books with 100's of singles and sets. Very high catalog value and offered at a small 

fraction of the original retail which is discounted from Scott catalog value. Many worthwhile 

items remain (many Roos, Scott 51-4 used, 96-9 used), some mixed condition. Worth review. 

Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society . (Est $200-300) (Est $200-

300)

110

374 o Australia Medium Box of Bundleware - medium box of all about 40 different used all identified 

by Scott # in very large quantities, sometimes up to 3000. Donated in 2013 to APS with donor's 

reported catalog value at over $22,000 which is likely accurate. Any packet-makes out there? 

Examine. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society. (SCV $22,000+) 

(SCV $22,000)

220

Austria

375 * 110a-27 MH, F-VF, but missing Scott 123, all better values present. Some stamps with HR and a few back 

faults. (SCV $284.05)

P 42

376 * Austria-Lombardy Scott 7 MH FVF With 1972 APS cert stating "Scott No. 7, type II, unused, 

thinned, genuine in  all respects."  The thin is a small hinge thin in the center of the stamp. 

Difficult to find stamp. (SCV $2400)

P 350
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377 ** Azerbaijain MNH Europa Accumulation - booklets, sheetlets years 1998//2010, duplication. Clean 

lot. (SCV $400+)

50

Bahrain

378 o 12-14 Used, F-VF high values (SCV $277) 28

379 o 32-36 Used, F-VF, 1r-15r values, partial set, missing high value.  (SCV $195) 20

380 * Basutoland Scott 46-56 MH, F-VF, complete set of 11 different (SCV $112.05) 18

381 ** Belarus Modern Europa MNH VF Accumulation - 16 items, Scott 54//722a full sheets, booklets 

and souvenir sheets. Minor duplication, clean and identified, covering the early 1990's to the late 

2000's (SCV $155.90)

22

Belgium

382 ** B515-B520 MNH, F-VF, complete set  (SCV $115) 20

383 FDC B538-43 Complete set on two F-VF FDC covers sent to France. (SCV $42.50 as used stamps, FDC COB €135) 10

384 FDC B544-6 Complete set on FDC sent airmail to Indiana, USA. Staining at right and along bottom, stamps F-

VF. (SCV $56.50 as used stamps, FDC COB €105)

10

385 o Q53a Used on piece, fine, 20c olive green with engravers name. Violet overprint. (SCV $775) P 75

386 * Q338-Q340 MH, F-VF, surcharges complete set (SCV $125) 18

Bermuda

387 * 55-69 MH,  F-VF, complete set, a couple stamps with HR and pencil mark on back. (SCV $137.50) 20

388 * 126b MH, VF, 10sh red & green, perf 14, minor gum toning, pretty stamp.  (SCV $225) P 34

389 * 127a MH, F-VF, 12sh 6p orange and gray, perf 14, some gum toning.(SCV $110) 16

390 */o Dealer stock on 8 sales pages - better mint items that include Scott 19c, 28-30, 71-79, 100-03 

(mint and used) plus more. Overall, stamps appear VF. (SCV $535.25)

55

Bosnia & Herzegovina

391 ** Bosniak Muslim Govt. Europa MNH VF Accumulation - Eight items, Scott 221//668d mostly full 

sheets of 20 and a booklet. Clean and identified, covering the mid 1990's to the late 2000's. (SCV 

$324)

48

392 ** Croat Admin Europa MNH VF Accumulation - Nine items, Scott 25//248c, full sheets, souvenir 

sheets and booklets. Clean and identified, covering the mid 1990's to the late 2000's. (SCV 

$106.50)

16

393 ** Serb Admin Europa MNH VF Accumulation - Twenty three items, Scott 135//389 mostly full 

sheets and booklets. Minor duplication, clean and identified, covering the early 2000's to the late 

2000's.(SCV $630)

90

394 ** Burundi Scott 589-600 MNH, F-VF,  missing high value, 1983 Animals (SCV $187) 28

395 ** Cambodia Modern MNH Sets and Souvenir Sheets - nice variety of mostly different singles, sets, 

and souvenir sheets. Much in flora and fauna topicals, some very modern into the 2000's, 

generally F-VF or better (Est $125-150)

60

396 * Cape of Good Hope Scott 2 used, fine 4p deep blue, lightly blued paper. Cut close at right top. 

(SCV $170)

24

Cayman Islands

397 * 85-96 MH, F-VF, complete set - KGV (SCV$250.10) 44

398 ** 153-167 MNH, F-VF, complete set (SCV $96.35) 18
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China

399 */o 11//1750 Early to more modern accumulation of sets and singles on 29 dealer sales pages. Catalog values 

are varied with most in the $25-60 range. Some better include Scott 11 used ($120), 392-401 MH 

($71.15) and 1450-51 MH ($65). Condition and centering varies early and is F-VF after. Viewing 

recommended. (SCV $938.75)

140

400 o 80 Used, F-VF, some back adhesion and a tiny perf crease lower right - Red Revenue (SCV $400) P 65

401 * 338 MH, VF, beautiful stamp (SCV $30) 10

Republic of China

402 *  1355-8 MVLH, F-VF, complete set - Emperors (SCV $525) P 80

403 **  1471-4 MNH, F-VF, complete set  - Masks (SCV $108.75) 22

404 ** 1479-82 MNH, F-VF, complete set (SCV $139) 28

405 ** 1479-82 MNH, F-VF, complete set (SCV $139) 28

406 */o China Mostly Used in Glassines - small box with many 100's in #2 glassines somewhat sorted. 

Spotted a China Scott 10 (MHR) and 11 used. Otherwise mostly common stamps from the empire 

to the republic. Some Japan mixed in (maybe by mistake) by original owner adds a little value. 

Mixed condition. (Est $50-100)

30

People's Republic of China

407 */o 21//2490 Mint and Used Accumulation with earlier to more modern sets and singles on 82 dealer sales 

pages. Catalog values are mostly less than $10 per page with many in the $1-5 range. A handful of 

better seen including Scott 278a, 731, 951 & 952 (minor faults), plus more. Centering generally F-

VF. A few with condition issues noted. Some duplication. Viewing recommended.    (SCV $771.05)

110

408 (*) 1005-6 MNGAI, VF, with no hinge marks, complete set issued 1969 (SCV$135) 28

409 ** 1108-13 MNH, F-VF, complete set -  1973 Pandas (SCV $192) P 38

410 ** 1108-13 MNH, F-VF, complete set -  1973 Pandas (SCV $192) 38

411 ** 1255-70 MNH, F-VF, complete set of 16 different  (SCV $179) 36

412 ** People's Republic Of China 1989-1997 Stamps, Souvenir Sheets, More - MNH stamps, souvenir 

sheets, postal stationary, post card sets, first day covers, and some specialty items filling 3 tubs in 

a very large box. Much in original new issue packaging and very clean. Likely 1000 items, with nice 

topical flare, with some minor duplication. High original retail. Worth a look. (shipping wt 35#)(Est 

$500-1000)

250

413 ** Small Ornate Stock Book with part sets of 1979 issues, a couple glassines, with a few duplicated 

FDC's included. Also included is Scott 563-6 MNH set (Table Tennis, 1961), and Scott 1974-80 

MNH complete set (1985).  (Est $75-100)

34

414 */o China, ROC, PRC Accumulation on Album Pages and More - Accumulation of about 3,400 

Stamps, includes China, Republic of China, and PRC, mostly 1898-2006 period, mixed mint & used, 

includes complete sets, part sets & singles, some typical mixed condition but mostly sound, some 

light duplication. Worth examination. (Est $400-600)

200

Colombia

415 ** 768-9, C489-91 MNH, 1967 Orchid Exhibition set of 5 different in full sheets of 50. (SCV $480) 48

416 ** 770//792, 

C498//C509

MNH in half sheets of 50 - 17 diff, all in sets. 10 regular issues, 7 airmail issues. Some selvage 

problems typically not affecting stamps. (SCV $490)

48

417 ** 772-3, C495-7 MNH, 1967 Pre-Colombian Art complete set of 5 in full sheet of 50.  (SCV $1042.50) 100

418 ** 777-81, C502-6 MNH, 1968 issue for 39th Eucharistic Congress full set of 10 in sheets of 50 (sheets have been 

folded in half). (SCV $535)

50

PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE OF ALL COLOMBIA LOTS (LOTS 415-448) GO TO THE                               

AMERICAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY 
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419 ** 787//C517 MNH full sheets, Scott 787-796, 801-12, with C517 all in full sheets of 25, 50, or 100. 23 different 

sheets, some folded in half, a couple with some selvage faults (typically not affecting stamps). 

(SCV $679.75)

65

420 ** 813-9, C583-6 Year 1973 issues in MNH full sheets of 50 or 100 (Scott 813 is folded). (SCV $425) 40

421 ** 820-40, C621-2 1974-1975 issues. A run of 25 MNH full sheets of 50 or 100 with sheets of 100 folded.   (SCV 

$1007.50)

100

422 ** 841-7 1976 issues, MNH, all full sheets of 50 except 846 is in a sheet of 4. All complete sets.  (SCV $480) 40

423 ** 846 Qty 10, MNH full sheets have 4 strips of 3 each.  "Declaration of Independence" issue (1976). (SCV 

$400)

40

424 ** 856-61, C644-7 1977 issues in full sheets of 50 or 100. 10 different MNH sheets, couple sheets are folded. Scott 

861 has some corner bends affecting selvage only. (SCV $747.50)

70

425 ** 862//888 19 different MNH sheets issued 1978-80. Scott 862-3, 868-88. (SCV $576.50) 55

426 ** 879 Qty 10, MNH, sheets of 90 (3 blocks of 30 per sheet). "Learn to Write" issues 1980. (SCV $825) 80

427 ** 895//928,         

C738-41

1981-4 issues, MNH, 22 Full sheets of either 18, 25 or 50. Scott 895-8, 901-4, 917-25, 928, C738-

41.  (SCV $623.75) 

60

428 ** C512, C518-21 1969 issues, MNH, 5 different sheets of 100 folded along perfs. (SCV $530) 50

429 **  C532, C542-80 1970-1972 issues, MNH, 20 different full sheets. Some of the larger sheets folded along perfs. 

Couple with some margin faults not affecting stamps. (SCV $870)

85

430 ** C566a Souvenir mini-sheet of 25 (Qty 10) Pan-Am Games (1971). Sheets are MNH, F-VF, with an 

occasional corner flaw. (SCV $600)

60

431 ** C581-614 1973-1974 issues, MNH, 25 different full sheets of 50 or 100 with some of the larger sheets folded 

along perfs. (SCV $1012.50)

100

432 ** C615-25 1975 issues, MNH, 11 different full sheets of 50 with some of the larger sheets folded along perfs. 

(SCV $556.50)

55

433 ** C626//C656 1976-1977 issues, MNH, 20 different full sheets of 50 or 100 with some of the larger sheets folded 

along perfs. Scott C626-C634, C636-C643, C648-C656. (SCV $565)

55

434 ** C657-65,C671-85 1978-1979 issues, MNH, 22 different full sheets with some of the larger sheets folded along perfs. 

Couple with some margin creases. (SCV $533.75)

50

435 **  C686-C705 1980-1981 issues, MNH, 17 different full sheets with some of the larger sheets folded along perfs. 

(SCV $558.75)

55

436 ** C707-15,        

C717-32

1981-1982 issues, MNH, 23 different full sheets with some of the larger sheets folded along perfs.  

(SCV $1153.50)

110

437 **  C711 MNH, Qty 10, 4 blocks of 6 per sheet, F-VF. 1981 Fruit Issue. (SCV $960) 95

438 ** C716 Souvenir sheet (Qty 100) issued 1981 commemorating Colombia's admission to UPU, 100th 

anniversary. MNH, F-VF. (SCV $475)

46

439 ** C733-C754 1983-1985 issues, MNH, 24 different full sheets with some of the larger sheets folded along perfs. 

(SCV $1121.25)

100

440 ** C755//C788 1985-1987 issues, MNH, 19 different full sheets with some of the larger sheets folded along perfs. 

(SCV $758.75)

75

441 ** C789-C805,            

C807-17

1987-1989 issues, MNH, 28 different full sheets. (SCV $1218) 120

442 ** C818//C845 1990-1991 issues, MNH, 26 different full sheets with some of the larger sheets folded along perfs. 

Scott C818-26, C828-30, C832-45. (SCV $1310)

130

443 ** C846-C859, E2-3 Mostly 1992-1993 issues, 16 different full sheets with some of the larger sheets folded along 

perfs. MNH. (SCV $656.25)

65

444 ** Colombia Group of MNH Souvenir Sheets - about two dozen souvenir sheets in quantities of no 

more than 10. MNH but there is occasional curling. (SCV $1680)

150
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445 */o Colombia - 2 Volume Collection to 1976 in Kabe Albums - many 100's of singles and sets, 

including blocks and covers all in 2 heavy Kabe albums. Includes Scott 457-63 MNH, 513 MNH, 

644-65 MNH, 644-65 MNH in blocks, C166-74 MNH, C175-85 MNH, C186-98 MNH, C208-16 

unused, C210a unused, C317-18 MNH, C342-6 MNH in blocks. Sparse in the early issues but picks 

up in the 1940's and is pretty filled through 1976. Extra pages in back if you have the urge to 

continue. Neatly mounted, minimal faults, worthwhile to consider. (shipping wt 20#)(Est $350-

450)

190

446 FDC Colombia - Large Accumulation of First Day Covers - About 1700 FDC's from 1960-90's, all 

unaddressed, cacheted, with duplication. Lots of variety with many pretty topicals. Mostly F-VF 

condition throughout. (shipping wt 23#) (Est $200-300)

80

447 C Colombia - Large Box Stuffed with Large Parcel Envelopes - couple 100 large parcel envelopes 

originating from Colombia mostly (if not all) sent to the USA in the 1980's. 100's of stamps all 

total, nice variety, many commemoratives, but expect some duplication. Interesting offering with 

mixed condition. Take a look! (shipping wt 17#) (Est $100-150)

40

448 Colombia - Ornate Presentation Folders from 1960-1990's - accumulation of 17 different 

presentation folders with duplication of up to 10. Much is 1980-90's but there are some older 

going back into the 1960's. Pretty stuff awaiting a new home. (shipping wt 14#)(Est $100-150)

30

Croatia

449 ** Croatia Modern Europa MNH VF Accumulation - Eleven items, Scott 134//490, full sheets of 20 

and blocks of 4. Minor duplication, clean and identified, covering the early 1990's to the early 

2000's.(SCV $263.50)

38

450 ** Croatia Krajina Europa 1996, Michel 59-60 MNH Mini-Sheets - Famous women set of 2 in mini-

sheets, Scott unlisted. Rare and a must for the Europa collector. MNH VF (Mi €400)

50

451 Cuba Accumulation of Covers and Other Interesting Paper Items - Interesting mix of 15 

commercial (examination tape) and philatelic covers. A few FDC's and First Flights. Other items 

include 1940 presentation folders with C39 sheets from the AAMS convention. Cuban air mail 

etiquettes, cinderellas, beer labels and more. Mixed condition. Take a look! (Est $50-75)

24

Cyprus

452 * 125-35 MLH, F-VF, complete set (SCV $231.80) 40

453 ** 183-97 MNH, mostly F-VF, complete set (SCV $149.15) 22

454 ** 226a MNH, VF souvenir sheet - 1963 Boy Scouts (SCV $140) 24

455 ** Cyprus Modern Europa MNH VF Accumulation - 27 items, Scott 436//988-9a, mostly full sheets 

and booklets. Minor duplication, clean and identified, covering the mid 1970's to the early 

2000's.(SCV $563)

80

456 ** Cyprus MNH Europa Sets - 13 different complete sets, 1962//1977. Includes the better 1962, 

1963, and 1964 sets. MNH, F-VF. (Est $75-100)

30

457 ** Turkish Cyprus Modern Europa MNH VF Accumulation - Seven items, Scott 127//658, souvenir 

sheets and a booklet. Minor duplication, clean and identified, covering the early 1980's to the late 

2000's.(SCV $87.45)

12

458 ** Czechoslovakia Modern Europa MNH VF Accumulation - 18 items, Scott 2856//3237 in full 

sheets. Some duplication, clean and identified, covering the early 1990's to the mid 2000's.(SCV 

$261)

38

Denmark

459 o 6 Used, 4 margin, signed, nice stamp with 3 ring cancel. (SCV $190) P 28

460 o 15 Used, fine, 16sk olive green, perf 13 (SCV $175) 26

461 * 72-8 MH, F-VF, complete set, 1907-12 King Frederik VIII (SCV $201) 30

462 o 82 Used, fine, 1912 5k dark red. SON cancel (SCV $200) 30

26 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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463 o 97-131 Used, F-VF complete set of 35 issued 1913-1928  (SCV $247) 36

464 o 135 Used, fine, 1915 5k dark red, perf 14 x 14.5 (SCV $175) 26

465 * 164-75 MVLH, F-VF, in blocks of 4, complete set, some perf separation on last block. (SCV$112.50) 16

466 o 164-75 Used, F-VF,  in blocks of 4, complete set (SCV $150) 22

467 * C1-5 MH, F-VF, complete set, 1925-29 Air Post (SCV $377.50) P 55

468 */o Denmark Mint and Used Dealer Accumulation - Early to more modern singles, sets and booklets 

on 31 dealer sales pages. Covers Scott 2//M1-2, with higher catalog overall with pages ranging 

from $15-120, (many better with most in the $30-90 range). A great deal of useful items with 

centering generally F-VF and better. Some minor duplication. Viewing recommended.  (SCV 

$1583.85) 

230

469 ** Denmark Modern Europa MNH VF Accumulation - 6 items, Scott 1005A//1373a booklets and 1 

souvenir sheet. Clean and identified, covering the mid 1990's to the mid 2000's. (SCV $111)

16

Eritrea

470 * CB1-CB10 Complete set of 10, MNH, some light gum toning as typical. Mostly F-VF (SCV $375) P 60

471 o J3a Used, overprint at bottom. Sound but average centering. (SCV $475) 32

472 ** Estonia Modern Europa MNH VF Accumulation - 6 items, Scott 394//528 full sheets of ten and 

one of 8. Clean and identified, covering the early 2000's to the mid 2000's. (SCV $70.80)

10

473 * Ethiopia - Italian Occupation Scott N1-N7 MH Complete Set (SCV $125.50) 18

Faroe Islands

474 o 6 Used, on piece, F-VF, 3/ 20/1941 CDS ties stamp (60o surcharge on 6o) to a parcel tag. Denmark 

Scott 224 & 238J also tied to piece. (SCV $250)

38

475 * Faroe Islands Mint Collection to 2004 with Postal Cards - nice collection on Scott Specialty Pages 

in 3-ring Scott binder. Starts with a Scott 4 used, then complete with stamps and souvenir sheets 

(no booklets) for modern era to 2004. At the tail end are postal cards, mostly without stamps,  

along with some having stamps with first day cancels and a couple taped to the album pages. A 

potential issue with this collection is that the stamp mounts are completely mounted so that 

extraction or inspection is difficult, leaving the potential gum issues due to the mounts coming 

together at the back of the stamps. Still a very nice collection to build on and continue. (SCV $864 

+ postal cards) (Est $250-350)

110

476 ** Faroe Islands Europa Mint Sheets  - MNH, F-VF, 20 different between 1979-99 (SCV $453) 40

477 */o Faroe Islands Small Mint and Used Group - small accumulation, Scott 2 and 3 (both MH), 115-20 

used, 120a MNH (Booklet) and 120a MH (Booklet pane).  (SCV $201)

30

Finland

478 o 7, 9, 10 Used, serpentine rouletted 8p, 20p and 40p. Each with some teeth faults. Please review. (SCV 

$285)

42

479 */o Finland Small Mint and Used Earlier Accumulation - Scott used 17, 44, 54, 56. Mint B5-7, C3,C4, 

M8. Lot also includes Aland Scott booklet(x2). Centering averages FVF.(SCV $587.50)

85

480 ** Finland Modern Europa MNH VF Accumulation - 7 items, Scott 995//1280 full sheets and 1 

souvenir sheet. Clean and identified, covering the mid 1990's to the mid 2000's. (SCV $219.50)

32

Fiume

481 * 143 MH, VF. signed. (SCV $145) P 18

27 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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482 */o Fiume Collection on Homemade Album Pages - Almost 200 different unused and used stamps 

with many better singles and sets throughout. Includes signed Scott 20a used ($475), 27-43a 

unused complete ($161), 46-53 used complete ($56), 58-70 mixed unused, used ($133), 73-85 

unused complete ($54), 86-99 unused complete ($190), 149-160 unused complete ($656), B4-15 

used complete ($390), J15-26 unused complete ($80), plus many other select singles that hold 

value. Overall catalog value is very high, condition is mostly sound. Likely some suspect material 

included but start price takes this into consideration. On homemade pages in page holders. Please 

review. (Est $600-900)

300

France

483 o 37 Used, fine, respectable appearance with vertical crease and corner fault. Has a nice clear "5104" 

Shanghai China cancel. Scarce. (Est $250-300)

P 100

484 ** 329 Souvenir sheet, MNH, F-VF, 1937 Intl Phil Expo, couple tiny back flaws do not detract from overall 

F-VF appearance. (SCV $700)

140

485 C France Scott 612-15, 622, 624 used on 6 different 1949 Centenary post cards, VF, not mailed, 

France "1st postage stamp centenary" post cards. All cancelled with June 1, 1949 CDS. Attractive 

grouping.(Est $40-60)

20

486 * B66-67 MH, F-VF, complete set  (SCV $130) 18

487 **  B285-B290 MNH, F-VF, complete set issued 1954, Scott B286 has a light vertical bend (SCV $137.50) 24

488 * France Mint Lot of Better Issues - previously hinged lot, some with hinge remnants, an occasional 

tiny flaw. Scott 127-8, 130, 299-302, 304, 308, 315, 334, 348, 414, 624, and 700-5. All $10 up 

singles or set, and all presentable, and mostly F-VF or better. (SCV $583.50)

50

489 * France Mint Lot of Better Back of the Book Issues - All $10 up items with a half dozen items or 

sets over $100. Expect hinged with some hinge remnants and an occasional tiny flaw. Include 

Scott B11//B308, C13//C32. Overall F-VF appearance throughout. (SCV $1498.10) (SCV $1498.10)

140

490 ** France Mint Semi-Postals Booklets - Nice selection of 26 different booklets, all mint, some 

unfolded. Inventory enclosed. Clean, F-VF. (SCV $217)

34

491 */o France Mostly Mint Dealer Accumulation - Small accumulation of dealer stock on 26 sales pages. 

Most stamps or sets range between $10-$40. Some duplication noted. Better material seen 

includes #294 MH, #300 and 300a MH, #315-20 MH,B66-67 MH and used. Some nice BOB seen 

also. Generally FVF and better. 

 (SCV $ 833.20)

85

492 o France Commemorative Panels from the 1980's-90's - Beautiful historic commemorative panels 

filling a bankers box. Issued 1980-90's with first day cancels. About 400 different. Mostly F-VF.  

Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society. (shipping wt 20#)(Est $200-

300)

100

493 C France 1830-1850's Group of 4 folded letters/Cover - 3 from Havre, France to New York (1837), 

and 2 domestic France from 1852. Mostly  with contents. Some condition issues. Examine. (Est 

$50-75)

10

494 */o France and Colonies from APS Sales Books  - Unsold APS sales pages that have been cut down 

from their approval books with 100's of singles and sets. Very high catalog value and offered at a 

small fraction of the original retail which is discounted from Scott catalog value. Spotted Cilicia 

Scott 110-4 unused, and many other worthwhile items. Some mixed condition. Worth review. 

Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society. (Est $150-200)

80

495 * French Southern Antarctic Territory Scott 23-24 MLH, F-VF, complete set (SCV $130) 20

496 * French Morocco Scott 69-71 MH, F-VF, high values, toning and gum disturbance. (SCV $250) 36

ONLINE BIDS ACCEPTED TIL NOON DAY OF SALE

FLOOR AUCTION BEGINS AT 1PM

PHONE BIDDERS ARE WELCOME - CALL TO SCHEDULE

28 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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Germany

497 * Prussia Scott 1-2 MH, F-VF, in imperf blocks of 4, attractive, with heavy paper hinges, gum cracks 

and toning that do not affect the face of the blocks. Please examine.  (SCV $800)

120

498 */o 662//761 Mostly MNH Accumulation on 12 Dealer Sales Pages - Sets and singles. MNH include Scott 662-

64 (x5), 667-68, 724 block of 4, 727 (x2), 729-30, 734, 737Ab, 741 and 755-61. Used include Scott 

669. Item range from $10-35. VF lot, viewing recommended.  (SCV $318.45)

46

499 ** 698-701 MNH, VF, complete set in blocks of 4, 4pf block has a numeral written in pencil in the selvage. 

(SCV $260)

38

500 C C38 Flown cover 1930 South American Graf Zeppelin Flight, Friedrichshafen to Seville. Stamp is F-VF. 

Cover has minor soiling, corner wear and is cut short at left. (SCV $400 on cover, Est $140-170)

70

501 o Germany 1872-4 issues - Impressive first page of a Germany collection with mostly used stamps 

with clear town cancels. 3 stamps are unused (no gum), couple with pen cancels. Expect some 

faults, but many F-VF stamps. High catalog value. (Est $300-400)

150

502 o Germany Accumulation on Stockpages/Glassines - Medium box containing 2 binders loaded with 

1000's mostly used Germany on manila stock pages, all somewhat identified in pencil. There are 

also a few dozen glassines filled with more modern issues (2000's). Mild duplication on 

stockpages, some large duplication in the glassines. Spotted many better especially in the early 

issues. Mostly F-VF, but there is some mixed condition. Donor's catalog value exceeded $19,000 

and proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society . (shipping wt 15#)(Est 

$800-1200)

500

503 */o Germany and Area from APS Sales Books - Unsold APS sales pages that have been cut down from 

their approval books with 100's of singles and sets. Very high catalog value and offered at a small 

fraction of the original retail which is discounted from Scott catalog value. Spotted a good amount 

of German States among the Germany. Many worthwhile items remain, some mixed condition. 

Worth review. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society.  (Est $150-

200)

80

504 C Germany and Areas Cover Lot - About 275 covers consisting of Bundespost, Berlin, DDR. Mostly 

modern with some better spotted. Includes FDC's (some with cachets), some cards, censored, 

more. Good candidate for a dollar table if you are a dealer. Mixed condition. Examine. (Est $75-

100)
505 */o Germany Lot in Several Sections - A collection of a couple 100 on KaBe hingeless pages (1946-67) 

with some Berlin and Zones; a Berlin collection with a couple 100 stamps hinge mounted on 

Minkus pages also with some Zone issues; over a dozen inflation period covers and cards, some 

mounted with 2-sided tape, others loose in large plastic sleeve; A Slovakia collection on Scott 

Specialty pages which has some nice mint/used sets hinge mounted; and the best being a 

Germany collection in a springback binder with several nice sets and single hinge mounted to 

homemade pages. Some mixed condition, but still many nice stamps. Take a look! (Est $250-300)

110

506 */o Germany Lot of Mint/Unused Sheets and Part Sheets - accumulation of over 100 sheets or part 

sheets from the 1920's to the 1980's. Much is MNH but there are items with back faults, perf 

separation, etc throughout. Berlin also included. Examine. (Est $200-400)

100

507 */o Germany Mint and Used Accumulation From Dealer Counter Books - Small accumulation of 

dealer stock on 18 sales pages. Material includes regular issues along with some B, C and 

Occupation stamps. Some minor duplication. Highlights include B141-143 used, B330 used, B337 

used, 9N78 used, plus more. F-VF+ overall. (SCV $852.60)

85

29 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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508 */o Germany Mint and Used Accumulation on Black Stockpages in 10 Binders Huge accumulation of 

stamps all identified and lined up on black stockpages. Spotted several better items amongst the 

mostly common, some with considerable duplication with stamps going into the 2000's. Likely a 

good lot for fly-speckers and cancel pickers. Good selection of semi-postals. Reported overall 

catalog value is $19,000. Mostly F-VF, some MNH in the unused. Proceeds from the sale of this 

lot go to American Philatelic Society. (shipping wt 27#)(Est $800-1200)

500

509 */o Germany Mint and Used Better Semi-Postals, Air Mail and Other Related - Scott B55//B365. 

Better catalog items-B55 MH $200, B56MH and used $87.50, B134 MNH $88, B173 MNH $90 plus 

more. Air Mails include C35-37 MH $97.50 and C61-64  MNH blocks of 4 $91. Lot also includes 

German Office in China 53 used, SW Africa 41 MH and East Africa 30 MH (combined catalog 

$101). Lot ranges from F to VF. Some duplication. Viewing recommended. (SCV $1235.55)

185

510 ** Germany Mint Modern Booklet Lot - Nice group of 11 different booklets. Clean lot going into the 

2000's. Inventory enclosed. (SCV $300+)

511 ** Germany MNH Souvenir Sheets -  6 different, 1939 and 1949 issues , Scott B91-2 (cataloged as 

hinged with toning and crackly gum on gum side, and B91 has a tiny spot on face at left), then 

5NB4a, 5NB8a-b, and 6NB6a all VF, MNH. (SCV $377.50)

50

512 ** Germany MNH Very Modern Booklets, Singles, and More in Stockbook -Booklets, singles, coil 

strips of 5 (with numbers on back) fill a 32 page stockbook. All in euro denominations, 2002-2013 

issues. Nice accumulation, mostly F-VF or better. (Face €700+)

250

513 o Germany Very Modern Accumulation of Mostly Used Stamp on Stockpages - Filling two big 

binders, several dozen black stockpages holding over 3000 mostly used stamps from 1995-2014. 

Many nice socked-on the nose cancels throughout, mostly light duplication. Spotted a couple 100 

mint issues within so there is some German face value here. Well over $4000 in SCV if this means 

anything to you. (shipping wt 15#)(Est $400-600)

200

514 C Germany Group of 9 Covers, 1930-50's - Nice group of 9 different covers, many with better 

stamps affixed like Scott B318-9 on cover, B123-31 on cover, B306-8 on cover, and C61-4 on 

cover, and others. Covers have some toning and corner issues and small faults, otherwise F-VF. 

(Est $175-225)

100

515 C Germany Covers and Postcards in Medium Box  - Approximately 1600 covers and post cards 

(mint and used), special events, pictorial cancels, first days, metered mail. 1950-2000's. Nice 

variety but some duplication. Worth a peak to see if this for you. Proceeds from the sale of this 

lot go to American Philatelic Society.  (shipping wt 14#)(Est $200-300)

160

Berlin

516 o 9N35-41 Used, F-VF, complete set, 75th Anniv. of the UPU. (SCV $341.25) 34

517 ** 9NB1-5 MNH, F-VF, complete sets (SCV $360) 40

518 */o Berlin Collection Used/Mint on Minkus Pages - Nice collection of about 900 stamps, mostly used, 

mounted on Minkus album pages. Some better include the Bells complete used, UPU set used 

complete, and others. Most spaces are filled to 1990, and warrants completion. Mostly F-VF 

throughout, with an occasional fault. Estimated SCV is over $3000. (Est $400-700)

220

German Occupation

519 ** German Occupation Of Belgium Michel XV-XIX, MNH, VF complete set  of 5 WWII imperf and part 

perf semi-postal sheets (4 stamps per sheet). The +50fr sheet has a horizontal center perf line 

with all other sheets being imperf. 100fr has a tiny inclusion on back. Seldom seen VF set.   (Est 

$800-1000)

P 400

30 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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520 */o German Occupation Lot - Nice selection of well over 100 stamps on mostly homemade pages, 

mixed mint and used, includes some better singles and complete sets. Some of the areas include 

Bohemia and Moravia, Poland General Government, Serbia, and Albania. A few faults but 

generally F-VF. (Est $100-150)

50

521 */o Germany French Zone Occupation Collection on Minkus Pages - Nice collection of over 150 

different mounted mostly used stamps. Couple mint sets, with some mixed mint/used sets like 

Scott 4N1-13. Covers Scott 4Ns to 8Ns. Useful to a dealer or a collector to build upon and finish. 

Mostly F-VF, with minimal faults. (SCV $1300+)

130

522 */o Germany Occupation Collection, WW1 and WW2 Issues Over 500 diff. mint/used, with some 

light duplication mounted on Minkus album pages. Includes WW1 and WW2 issues for Bohemia 

and Moravia, Luxembourg, Poland, and others. Many complete sets. Some mixed condition but 

generally F-VF. (Est $125-175)

70

523 o German Offices Small Used Accumulation - dealer accumulation on 7 sales pages. Material 

includes one Office in China stamp and the rest are from Offices in the Turkish Empire. Some 

better items seen, however, reprints exist and some items have thins noted. Sold as is. Please 

examine.  (SCV $582.25)

55

524 */o German Offices and Colonies Lot - Nice lot filling both sides of a couple stock pages with around 

140 stamps, mint and used, includes some better singles and some nice cancels. Some 

duplication, a few have faults, but generally F-VF. Examine. (Est $100-150)

50

525 o Early Germany Used Lot 1900-1920 Issues - Nice lot consisting of 25 different stamps, all used, 

with an occasional tiny fault. Collector also had photos (included) of most of these stamps for perf 

variety identification. (Est $50-75) 

30

Saar

526 ** B64a MNH souvenir sheet, tiny back adhesion, otherwise F-VF. Flood Relief. (SCV $800) P 100

527 ** CB1 MNH souvenir sheet, VF,  some slight gum disturbance. 1948 Flood Relief (SCV $800) P 100

528 */o Saar Collection on Minkus Pages - with several nice sets, mint and used collection of 380 

different mounted, includes several complete semi-postal sets hinged. Couple FDC's and other 

Michel annotated items also included. Mostly F-VF, with occasional fault but overall a nice 

collection to build on and complete. (SCV $1670)

150

529 */o Saar Small Accumulation - small group of mint and used sets and singles on dealer sales pages. 

Highlights include Scott 222-224 used, 263-282 MNH, 289-308 MNH, B75 both MNH and used and 

O1-15c used. FVF and better. (SCV $329.20)

32

530 ** Saar MNH Accumulation  - Scott 222//CB1 MNH singles and sets on 15 dealer sales pages. Catalog 

values are from a few dollars to $48, (much in the $6-20 range). Minor duplication and several 

with pencil markings on attached selvage. F-VF+ on average. Viewing recommended. (SCV 

$259.75)

38

531 ** Gibraltar MNH Europa Complete Sheets  - all different full sheets issued between 1979 and 1998. 

MNH, F-VF. (SCV $361)

40

Great Britain

532 o 2, 5 Used, Faults, Scott 2 used, with clear margins all around (very close at bottom) and thin; Scott 5 

with hinge reinforced embossing, and other faults. Both presentable. Examine. (SCV $1600)

50

533 o 108 (x6), all used, F-VF,  mostly sound and well centered. (SCV $1500) 75

534 o 108 Used, F-VF, nice "Registered" cancel. (SCV $250) 36

535 o 142 Used, F-VF, £1 blue green, small tear at top. Please examine. (SCV $825) P 120

31 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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536 * 179-181 MH, fine to F-VF, complete set of Retouched Seahorses. Dot above top frames except for #179 

where dot is just below outer frameline. Scott 179, 180 both F-VF with a few blunt perfs.  Scott 

181 just fine with a short perf. (SCV $850)

85

537 */o Great Britain Collection on Palo Pages - Mostly used collection mounted to Palo pages to about 

2000. Hundreds of stamps with a good selection of Machins to identify. Some mixed condition, 

pages in very good and useful condition. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American 

Philatelic Society. (shipping wt 13#)(Est $125-175)

75

538 C Great Britain Cover Lot - Several 100 covers in a medium box, mostly modern and/or first days. 

Many are priced back in the early 1980's and we spotted a few better items, the best being a 1886 

mourning cover with Scott 101 with postage due added in Great Britain and USA with contents. 

Examine due to mixed condition. (shipping wt 12#)(Est $100-150)

50

539 */o Great Britain and Offices Small Dealer Accumulation - mint and used singles and sets on 9 dealer 

sales pages. Items include Scott 178 used, 190a used, 286-89, 271-74, Off. in Africa 26, Off. in 

Morocco 42, 205a, Off. in Turkey 10, and 62 used. Overprints and watermarks need careful 

examination. Viewing recommended. Generally FVF.  (SCV $677.40)

100

540 ** Great Britain and Channels Islands Europa Accumulation -  to mid-2000's, a arge accumulation in 

medium box consisting of Great Britain, Isle of Man, Jersey, and Guernsey. Mostly large pieces 

and sheets, then some blocks and singles, mostly identified with old catalog value exceeding 

$1600. Expect some mild duplication. Clean material, mostly MNH, F-VF. (shipping wt 11#)(Est 

$300-400)

150

541 * Great Britain and Channels Islands Collection to Mid-1990's-  Nice mostly mint collection on 

home made pages. Many complete sets, with many being topical. Clean, mostly MNH, F-VF or 

better. (Est $200-250)

80

542 C Channel Islands 1970's-80's First Day Cover Accumulation -  couple hundred FDC's about equally 

divided between Guernsey, Jersey and Isle of Man. Many attractive cachets and stamp sets. All 

covers are in glassines and are unaddressed. VF lot. (Est $60-90)

30

543 ** Isle of Man Scott J1-8 MNH, VF, in blocks of 4 (SCV $141.60) 20

Greece

544 o 9,12 Used, VF, 4 margins stamps (SCV $200) 30

545 */o 42//56 Small lot of 8 mint and used,  F-VF stamps. Scott 42, 43, 47, 50 (1 MH and 1 used), 52, 53 and 56. 

All are 4 margin copies but several are cut close. Several with writing on back. Please review. (SCV 

$343.75)

50

546 */o  151-58 MH and used, fine, 1900 overprinted, including "AM", complete set. All stamps are mint except 

#156 which is used. Centering varies from Ave. to VF. Several have writing on back and owners' 

and/or expertising marks. Please examine. (SCV $428)

65

547 o 153 Used, F-VF, overprinted including "AM", 1d Imperf. (SCV $150) 22

548 */o 179//N218 Singles and sets on 16 dealer sales pages. Better items include Scott 179-83 used, 574-81 MH, 587-

600 MH, C1-4 MNH with creases and C71-73. Please examine. F-VF overall. (SCV $704.85)

100

549 * 568-573 MLH, F-VF, complete set (SCV $144) 20

550 * 574-581 MNH/MH, F-VF, complete set with higher values previously hinged. (SCV $115.90) 16

551 C C1-4 Very attractive complete set used set on 1926 cover to Germany. Purple and red boxed air mail 

markings. Braunschweig, Germany receiving CDS on back. VF. (Est $60-100)

P 30

552 */o Greece from APS Sales Books - Unsold APS sales pages that have been cut down from their 

approval books with 100's of singles and sets. Very high catalog value and offered at a small 

fraction of the original retail which is discounted from Scott catalog value. Lots of Hermes Heads! 

Many worthwhile items remain, some mixed condition. Worth review. Proceeds from the sale of 

this lot go to American Philatelic Society.  (Est $250-350)

110

32 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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553 ** Greece Europa Complete Booklets - complete run of booklets (1986-2001 less 1989), identified, 

in glassines. Nice batch! (SCV $261.50)

40

554 ** Greece Europa MNH Full Sheets - Nice group of 10 different years between 1986//2002. VF. (SCV 

$666)

70

555 o Ionian Islands Scott 1 Used, VF, unwmk, imperf, orange 1/2p. (SCV $700) 70

556 o Ionian Islands Scott 3 Used, fine, wmk. 139, imperf, 2p lake. (SCV $275) 26

Greenland

557 * 10-18 MH, F-VF, complete set (SCV $202.50 as MH) 32

558 o 10-18 Used, F-VF, possibly CTO. Viewing recommended. (SCV $382.50) 55

559 */o Greenland Small Accumulation - includes Scott 1-9 MH, 35 MNH, 39-40 MNH and 177-88 MNH, 

and Scott 1-9 used.  F-VF overall. (SCV $262.70)

40

Hong Kong

560 * 178-179 MLH, F-VF, complete Set - 1948 Silver Wedding (SCV $225) 55

561 ** 308a MNH, VF, souvenir sheet - 1975 Hong Kong Festivals (SCV $125) 22

562 FDC Modern First Day Cover Accumulation - 1997 stamp and souvenir sheet issues on 17 different, 

unaddressed FDC's. Colorful and attractive covers on #10 and larger envelopes. Duplication of 4 

each. F-VF.  (Est $60-90)

18

Hungary

563 ** Hungary Europa & Related Accumulation - 15 items, Scott 1458//3479 and C261//C376, mostly 

souvenir sheets, all MNH, F-VF. Minor duplication, clean and identified, covering the early 1960's 

to the mid 1990's. (SCV $166.75)

24

564 ** Hungary Imperf Souvenir Sheets - 6 different...Scott 2239, 2268, 2666, 2816, B328, and C362. All 

fresh, MNH, and VF. (SCV $356.50)

44

Iceland

565 o 4 Used, F-VF, 1876 40 AUR. green, perf 14x13.5  (SCV $300) 44

566 * 49 MH, F-VF, 1 Gildi '02-'03 black surcharge on 3a orange. (SCV $300) 44

567 o 103 Used, F-VF, perf 14x14.5, 6a gray & gray brn. (SCV $150) 22

568 * 144-8 MLH, F-VF, complete set (SCV $337.50) 46

569 o 149 Used, F-VF, 1925 2k surcharge on 25a orange. (SCV $190) 28

570 ** 224b MNH, F-VF, perf 14x13.5 (SCV $210) 30

571 o B5 Used, 1937 Reykavik first day cancel, F-VF, 1937 Souvenir Sheet. Facit Block 1 (2500kr). (SCV 

$300)

50

572 * C4-8 MHR, F-VF, 1930 complete air mail set, gum toning and other gum disturbance.   (SCV $292.50) 42

573 * C9-C11 MHR, F-VF, Zeppelin 1931 overprint, complete set. Couple blunt bottom perfs on Scott C10, offset 

on back of Scott C11.  (SCV $142.50)

20

574 */o 12//O39 Iceland Better Accumulation - with singles and sets on 38 dealer sales pages with catalog values 

ranging between $25-110, (majority in the $40-75 range). Some nicer items seen include Scott 12 

used, 126 mint, 147 MH, 213-16 MH (x2), 273 MH (x2), 274-77 MH, C1-2 MH (x2), C27-29 MH (x2) 

plus much more. Several with duplication x2. Generally F-VF. Viewing recommended. (SCV 

$2247.30) 

325

575 ** Iceland Modern Europa Accumulation - 22 items, Scott 780//1098 booklets, full sheets and a 

souvenir sheet. Minor duplication, clean and identified, covering the mid 1990's to the late 

2000's. All MNH, VF. (SCV $437.25)

65

India

576 * 203-6 MNG, F-VF, complete set, with high (key) value part gum with a shallow thin, 1948 Gandhi (SCV 

$307.25)

30

577 */o India and Areas Collection to 1977 - Collection on mostly Minkus pages hole punched to fit a 2 

hole Scott binder. Likely about 1000 stamps mounted on pages going to 1977, mostly used, with 

many familiar stamps. Nothing rare that we could tell but there is a considerably nice selection of 

Indian States. Mixed condition throughout, but generally F-VF. (Est $150-200)

75
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578 */o India Mint, Used Accumulation on Stock Pages - Couple thousand stamps arranged in Scott order 

on manila stock pages. Runs between Scott 168//369, including MNH, MH, and used sometimes 

in major quantities. Spotted 2 x Scott 168-179 (MHR), a dozen mint sets of 195-8, 6 x 227-30 in 

used blocks of 4. No back of book. High overall catalog value, mostly F-VF, occasional faults. (Est 

$150-200)

80

Iran

579 ** 910-914 MNH, F-VF, complete set (SCV $105) 14

580 ** 935-940 MNH, F-VF, complete set, some light gum toning as typical.  (SCV $140) 18

Ireland

581 * 106-117 MH, F-VF, complete set (SCV $232.75) 24

582 ** 117 MNH, F-VF, wirth a gum skip, high value in set (SCV $175) 26

583 ** Ireland Europa Full Sheets - 11 different years in full sheets, 1990//2002 , MNH, F-VF (SCV $278) 32

584 */o Ireland from APS Sales Books - Unsold APS sales pages that have been cut down from their 

approval books with 100's of singles and sets. Very high catalog value and offered at a small 

fraction of the original retail which is discounted from Scott catalog value. High catalog value 

when all totaled up with many worthwhile items remain, some mixed condition. Worth review. 

Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society.  (Est $250-350)

150

585 */o Ireland Mostly MNH Group - on 24 sales pages, Scott 87//J36, clean, mostly MNH sets (only 1 

used), singles and booklets. Catalog values are varied with better that include Scott 87 used, then 

Scott 118-19, 147-48, 175-76, 226a, 767-93 all MNH plus more in the $20-50 range. Minor 

duplication. F-VF overall. Viewing recommended. (SCV $885.45)

130

586 */o Ireland Small Dealer Accumulation  - mint and used on 16 sales pages. Highlights include #77 

used (small tear), #92 used, #149-150 MH, plus many in the $20-$40 range. Minor duplication. 

FVF and Better overall. (SCV $729.90)

70

Israel

587 ** 10-14 MNH, F-VF with tabs, 1948 Flying Scroll complete set. (SCV $225) 32

588 ** 17-25 MNH, F-VF with tabs, 1949-50 complete set. Scott 24 with slightly toned gum.(SCV $315) 46

589 ** 33-34 MNH, F-VF with tabs, 1950 Independence Day complete set. (SCV $500) 75

590 ** 28-30 MNH, F-VF with +D748:D758tabs,1949 Arms and Service Insignia complete set. Tiny gum inclusion 

on the 5p. (SCV $575)

85

591 ** 55 MNH, F-VF with tab, 1952 Menorah and Emblems of Twelve Tribes (SCV $225) 34

592 ** 15//O4 MNH Group With Tabs -  on 20 dealer pages, better singles and sets (all with tabs except for a 

tete beche pair of Scott 31 and 32). Better items include 15, 17-22, 27, 31-32, 37, 48-50 plus 

more. Some duplication. FVF lot. Viewing recommended. (SCV $883)

130

Italian Colonies

593 * C13-C19 MH, F-VF, complete set, some light toning as typical  (SCV $172) 30

594 */o Italian Colonies from APS Sales Books - unsold APS sales pages that have been cut down from 

their approval books with 100's of singles and sets. Very high catalog value and offered at a small 

fraction of the original retail which is discounted from Scott catalog value. Spotted better like 

Somalia Scott 67a unused, Libya Scott 24, Rhodes Scott J1-9 used, and Tripolitania 73-8, C42-5 

MNH. Many worthwhile items remain, some mixed condition. Worth review. Proceeds from the 

sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society. (Est $275-350)

150

Italy

595 * 85 MH, VF, 50c violet with crown wmk 140. (SCV $850) 85

596 o Q1-Q6 Used, avg to fine, complete set, couple perf flaws on a few. (SCV $476.50) 46
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597 */o Italy Accumulation in Stockbook - couple 100 mostly mint in a stockbook. Regular issues after 

1950, then back of the book. Many better spotted, typical gum toning on some. Generally fine or 

better, some hinge remnants. Examine. (Est $300-400)

150

598 */o Italy from APS Sales Books - Unsold APS sales pages that have been cut down from their approval 

books with 100's of singles and sets. Very high catalog value and offered at a small fraction of the 

original retail which is discounted from Scott catalog value. Spotted Scott 268-79, 290-305, 367-

76, 377-86, 400-9, 413-8 all unused. Many worthwhile items remain, some mixed condition. 

Worth review. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society.  (Est $175-

225)

100

599 * Italy- Office Tientsin Scott 9 MH, F-VF, 20c orange brown, unwatermarked. Italy Scott 112 

overprinted in black.(SCV $300)

30

Italy-Trieste

600 ** C1-C6 MNH, F-VF, gum disturbance and toning that does not affect face of stamps.   (SCV $166) 24

601 * Italy Trieste Unused Collection on Jos Bush Pages + More! - nice unused collection mostly hinge 

mounted on Jos Bush pages. Virtually complete just missing some of the back of the book key 

issues. Also included and worthy of mentioning are Travel Board Fiscal stamps (5 different), AMG 

Austria (Washington printings), AMG Germany (Brunswick, Washington, and British printings), 

and British Zone definitive postal stationary. Other AMG areas also included are Venezia Giulia, 

Naples overprints, and Bari Wolf. Currently housed in an American Heirloom album. Mostly F-VF, 

MH, clean. (Est $500-700)

200

602 o Italy AMG Trieste Zone A Used Collection - on Marini hingeless album pages, difficult to assemble 

used, over 200 different stamps, some complete sets, mostly F-VF, maybe a few faults within this 

nice quality lot. (Owner's SCV $1770) (Est $300-400)

200

603 o Jamaica Scott 87 used, VF, 10/- high value from set. (SCV $160) 24

Japan

604 o 86 Used, F-VF, with 1894 Kobe CDS (Est $20-30) 10

605 * 480-497 MH, F-VF, complete set (SCV $100) 16

606 * B12-B31 MNH, VF complete sets in sheets of 20, 4 sheets with selvage folds that do not affect stamps.  

(SCV $142)

22

607 * Japan 1938-1956 National Parks Souvenir Sheets - 20 different unused souvenir sheets all ready 

to be mounts to pages. Inspected and found varying in condition with some MH, a couple with a 

small fault. Note Scott 293a NH, 306a NH crease, 311a NH, and 564a NH. Generally F-VF lot with 

faults noted on pages. (SCV $1500+)

190

608 */o Japan Collection on Album Pages  - early to 1950's (Scott 72//617) mint/used collection of a 

couple hundred hinged to album pages. Mostly lower values but a great start for a Japan 

collection. A few revenues also seen. Some condition issues, especially early, but generally FVF.  

(Est $ 75-100)

32

609 */o Korea on Album Pages -  5 different folder lots with a nice selection of a few hundred mostly mint 

hinged stamps on album pages. Covers 1884-1972 issues with some  duplication, generally F-VF. 

(Owner's SCV $555)

50

610 ** Kosovo MNH Accumulation in Binder  - clean singles, sets, and souvenir sheets in glassines or on 

stockpages. Mostly different going to Scott 92. Couple full sheets of Scott 43-4. Includes rare Scott 

69a and some extra Kosovo-related relief stamps from Albania, Tuvalu, and Yugoslavia. MNH, F-

VF or better. (SCV $650+)

100
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611 ** Latvia Modern Europa Accumulation  - 20 items, Scott 379a//594a in full sheets and sheetlets. All 

MNH VF, with some minor duplication, clean and identified, covering the mid 1990's to the mid 

2000's.(SCV $387.75)

55

612 * Lebanon Scott C36 MLH, F-VF, Type I (SCV $225) 34

Libya

613 * E12 MLH, Just Fine (SCV $240) 26

614 o C45-C50 Used, complete set overprinted on stamps of Tripolitania. High values not priced in Scott. Some 

toning. Sold "as is" since cancels may not be genuine, mostly F-VF. (SCV $462.50++)

38

Liechtenstein

615 ** 59a, 61a, 73 MNH, VF, two perf varieties from the 1921 series and the 10p on granite paper. (SCV $275) 28

616 ** 264 MNH, F-VF (SCV $140) 20

617 ** 287-88 MNH, F-VF, 1955 complete set on cream paper. (SCV $140) 20

618 Liechtenstein Europa Accumulation - MNH, VF, 53 items, Scott 368//1369, mostly full sheets of 

20 and a few singles. Minor duplication, clean and identified, covering the early 1960's to the mid 

2000's. (SCV $636)

95

619 ** Liechtenstein Full Sheet Accumulation - Scott 316a//1203-1205, (60) mostly different full sheets 

in stock pages. Most appear MNH. A few better seen in the $20 to $40 range. Overall lot 

condition is VF. (Est $100-150)

30

620 ** Lithuania Modern Europa Accumulation  - 20 items, MNH, VF, Scott 538//812, full sheets, sets 

and singles. Minor duplication, clean and identified, covering the mid 1990's to the mid 

2000's.(SCV $198.95)

28

621 */o Luxembourg Small Group of Better  - mint/used higher catalog items that include Scott 9 used, 13 

MHR, 59 used and O1a (inverted overprint) mint with thin and pencil mark on back. Centering is F-

VF+ for the group.   (SCV $825)

80

622 ** Macedonia Modern Europa Accumulation - 16 items, MNH,VF, Scott 75//305, sheets and a few 

singles and sets. Minor duplication, clean and identified, covering the mid 1990's to the mid 

2000's. (SCV $377.75) (SCV $377.75)

55

623 */o Malaya-Jahore, Kelantan & Trengganu Small Group - Mostly used including Jahore Scott 

45,73,75,83,95,109. Kelantan Scott 82a. Trengganu Scott 85, MH. Note some potential revenue 

cancels. Please examine. Fine to F-VF. (SCV $531.50)

50

624 ** Mali MNH Dealer Stock - Clean, MNH material in 2 sales books. Sets and singles between Scott 

10//O22. Most catalog values range between $5-10 with a couple in the $30-40 range. Many 

colorful topical sets. Mostly fine to F-VF. Viewing recommended. (SCV $768.35)

120

625 ** Malta Europa Accumulation -  Early 1970's to early 2000's MNH, mostly VF accumulation of 

mostly sheets along with singles and sets. Some duplication. Material on sales sheets, in glassines 

and on stock pages. Clean and ready for your album. (SCV $500+)

75

Mexico

626 *  774-6, C123-5 NH/MH, F-VF, airmails being previously hinged. F-VF. (SCV $100) 12

627 * 828-829 MH, VF complete set issued 1947 (SCV $151.60) 24

628 ** Moldova Modern Europa Accumulation  - 26 MNH items, Scott 210//675a sheets and a few 

singles, sets and booklets. Clean and identified, covering the mid 1990's to 2010. Mostly VF (SCV 

$377.40)

55
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Monaco

629 * 20 MH, VF, 25c green with slight overall toning and toned gum. (SCV $275) 26

630 * Monaco Modern Europa Accumulation - 26 mostly MNH items, Scott 1369a//2417, sheets, 

souvenir sheets, singles and sets. Minor duplication with a couple hinged items, clean and 

identified, covering the early 1980's to the mid 2000's. Generally VF. (SCV $285) 

42

631 */o Netherlands Accumulation on Stock Pages - About 190 MH/used stamps on two stock pages. 

Appear to be all different with many complete sets. Mostly sound, F-VF condition. (Owner's SCV 

$680) (Owner's SCV $680)

50

New Zealand

632 o AR93 Used, F-VF, bottom corner strip of 3, with Waimate, N.Z. cancel. Perf separation on both sides of 

left stamp. Unique multiple. (SCV $480)

70

633 C New Zealand Airmail Censored Cover to Canada  -  Scott AR47 (1sh/3p) affixed to cover sent to 

Ottawa, Canada 1942. Receiving cancel Ottawa MPO 304. Fine condition. (Est $25-35)

10

Norway

634 o 7 Used, F-VF, 1863 3s gray lilac, a few short perfs and pencil mark on back (SCV $600) 90

635 */o Norway Mint/Used Lot in Glassines - Nice mix of regular issues (including Scott #1 used with tight 

margins and tiny faults), semi postals (Scott B1-3 MH x 2 sets), and others with several in the $5 

up range. Also spotted several MNH like Scott 70-3 and 340-2. Careful review will reveal value. 

Some mixed condition on early skilling issues, but mostly F-VF on later. (Est $150-200)

80

636 * Norway Mostly Mint Better Accumulation - Mint sets and singles (and 1 used set) on 15 sales 

pages. Lot includes Scott 104-10 MH x2, 203-06 MNH, 279-89 x2, 340-42 MNH x3, 1004-20 MNH 

x2, 1308-15 MNH x2, B5-8 MH, B11-14 MH and B24 MH. A few minor faults seen. Generally FVF. 

Viewing recommended. (SCV $795.60)

120

637 * Pakistan - Bahawalpur Scott 2-15 MLH/MH complete set,  generally F-VF (SCV $198.75) 26

Poland

638 */o Poland Bankers Box -  accumulation of over 5000 mint/used stamps, souvenir sheets, a few 

covers, some identified, some not, includes some complete sets, on album pages on dealer cards, 

and in a stock book. Early to 1980's, some back of the book, some possible cancel pickings. Light 

duplication and some mixed condition. Examine. (shipping wt 13#)(Est $150-200)

50

639 C Poland Cover Lot - about 500-600 covers mostly sent to the USA between the mid 1940's through 

the 1980's. Many registered, many with commemoratives, a few first days, with definite $1 cover 

possibilities. Mostly clean with just a few damaged. Please review for potential. (Est $200-300)

100

640 Poland Cover Lot  - about 125 covers, many sleeved and priced, different time periods but mostly 

1920-1970's with many of the more current being first days. Nice variety of usages, with many 

being sent to the USA. Some in rough condition so please examine. (Est $50-100)

28

Portugal

641 667, 682a MNH souvenir sheets - Scott 667 fresh, F-VF. Scott 682a is MNH, F-VF with some slight gum 

disturbance. (SCV $375) 

75

642 ** Portugal, Azores & Madeira Mostly Modern Europa Accumulation  - clean and identified MNH 

sheets, sets, singles and blocks. Begins with Scott 1038-1040 in blocks of 4. Remainder is mostly 

from the 2000's. 50+ mostly MNH items in glassines, sleeves and on sales pages. (SCV $240+)

36
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643 */o Portuguese Colonies from APS Sales Books - unsold APS sales pages that have been cut down 

from their approval books with 100's of singles and sets. Very high catalog value and offered at a 

small fraction of the original retail which is discounted from Scott catalog value. Spotted Angola, 

Portuguese India, Timor, Azores, etc. Very little Portugal included. Many worthwhile items 

remain, some mixed condition. Worth review. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American 

Philatelic Society. (Est $150-200)

70

644 ** Romania Modern Europa Accumulation - 20 MNH items, Scott 3650//5167, sheets, sets and 

booklets. Minor duplication, clean and identified, covering the early 1990's to the late 2000's. 

Generally VF. (SCV $240+)

36

Russia

645 ** Russia Massive Mint Accumulation - Mostly mint 1970-80's mostly stamps in blocks and sheets 

and some souvenir sheets sometimes in large quantities. Owner reported that there are 65,000 

stamps/souvenir sheets here. Great lot for a dealer to establish a great Russia inventory. 99% 

MNH with remaining in CTO's, and spotted a few other countries. Majority F-VF or better. 

Examine to see what you are getting into. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American 

Philatelic Society. (shipping wt 26#)(Est $1000-1500)

650

646 ** Russia MNH Accumulation on Sales Pages - include Scott 2093//3009 MNH singles and sets on 40 

sales pages. Some duplication. Most catalog values are $10 and under. Generally VF. Viewing 

recommended. (SCV $285.75)

42

647 */o Russia from APS Sales Books - unsold APS sales pages that have been cut down from their 

approval books with 100's of singles and sets. Very high catalog value and offered at a small 

fraction of the original retail which is discounted from Scott catalog value.  Many worthwhile 

items remain (spotted Scott 1568-83 unused), some mixed condition. Worth review. Proceeds 

from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society. (Est $100-150)

60

648 * South Russia Scott 47-49 MH, F-VF, complete set (1919). Scott notes counterfeits exist, sold "as 

is". (SCV $220)

22

St Pierre & Miquelon

649 ** C47-9 MNH, F-VF, complete set (SCV $97.50) 16

650 C St Pierre and Miquelon 1942 Large Cover Front - 20 mostly different Libre Issues tied to large 

parcel cover front, sent from the St Pierre-Miquelon Foreign Service of the United States of 

America to Detroit, Michigan. Sent registered mail in 1942, one stamp removed, as well as a 10c 

postage due stamp also partly removed. Otherwise neatly cancelled with customs markings. A 

letter requesting stamps a couple months before also included. "France Libre" stamps were used 

for a very short time and difficult to find on cover. High catalog value as used stamps, worth 

consideration.  (Est $300-500)

150

651 * St. Pierre and Miquelon Small Mint Group -   Scott 250 MNH with tiny owners mark on back, 

Scott 256 MH, 259 MH and 299 MH. VF group.(SCV $245.50)

24

652 ** St. Vincent Grenadines Scott 579-584 MNH VF Progressive Proof Sheets  -  unique complete set of 

progressive proofs in sheets of 30. Seven separate sheets for each stamp (total of 42 sheets). All 

sheets are imperf.  (Est $150-200)

75

San Marino

653 * 72 MH, fine (SCV $1000) 150

654 ** San Marino Europa Accumulation - 16 MNH items, Scott 490//1721, sheets, a few sets and a 

block. Minor duplication, clean and identified, covering 1961 to 1997. Scott 490, which catalogs 

for $225, is MNH but has some gum toning. Scott 539a x3, (1 is used). Generally VF. (SCV $396)

55
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Saudi Arabia

655 * 16//25 Scott 16, 17a, 18, 19, 23-25. Counterfeits exist but each has potential expertizing markings on 

back. Please examine. Sold "AS IS". (SCV $475)

70

656 * Saudi Arabia Mostly Mint Dealer Stock  -  Powerful early to modern plus BOB (Scott 164a//RA3 

on sales pages in 4 dealer binders. Mostly MNH. Catalog values range from several dollars to 

$200+.   Many in the $20-50 range. Better items include Scott 185-86, 432, 462, 465, 466, 467, 

476, 521-22, C33, C52, C64, C65, C66, C78 plus more. Lot averages fine to F-VF+. Viewing 

recommended. (SCV $5333.40)

800

Serbia

657 o 2NB5 German Occupation souvenir sheet, F-VF, used, no gum, likely CTO and sold "as is". (SCV $450) 34

658 o 2NB6 German Occupation souvenir sheet, F-VF, used, with gum (gum skip along bottom). Likely CTO. 

Sold "as is". (SCV $450)

34

659 ** Slovakia Modern Europa Accumulation - 16 MNH items, Scott 166//478, sheets and a few singles. 

Some duplication, clean and identified, generally VF, covering the early 1990's to the mid 2000's. 

(SCV $144.20)

20

660 ** Slovenia Modern Europa Accumulation - 17 MNH items, Scott 194//669, sheets and singles. 

Some duplication, clean and identified, generally VF, covering the mid 1990's to the mid 

2000's.(SCV $275.85)

40

661 ** South Georgia Scott 1-16 MNH, F-VF complete set of 16 different (SCV $238) 38

Spain

662 o 77 Used, F-VF, 1980 APS cert states it is "used, genuine" with several listed faults. ($2500) 250

663 C  397-399 Goya nude high values on clean first day cover, issued June 15th, 1930. (Est $20-25) 10

664 */o Spain and Colonies Collection to 1976 - Collection of over 1700 different mint and used stamps, 

mounted or hinged in a Minkus album. Many sets and singles, with some scattered better items 

throughout like unused Scott 585C, and 877a-878a. Nothing powerful in the colonies section but 

there are several mint topical sets. Generally F-VF, some in mixed condition. Take a look! (Est 

$160-200)

85

665 C Straits Settlements (Malaya) Trans-Pacific Clipper Cover - airmail cover canceled Singapore 

franked with Straits Settlements Scott 248, 250 sent to Ontario 1941 with receiving cancel on 

reverse. "Passed for Transmission" band stamp. Vertical file fold not affecting stamps. F-VF 

condition (Est $30-50)

10

666 * Swaziland Scott 55-66 MH, F-VF complete set (SCV $110.10) 10

Sweden

667 * 236a 1933 complete booklet containing 2 panes of 10. F-VF. (SCV $120 for panes) 16

668 ** Sweden MNH Accumulation - Small, better grouping of MNH sets, booklets and panes on 15 sales 

pages. Most pages have catalog values ranging between $20-70. Better seen include Scott 293-

298, 313-15, 316-18, 1748a, and more. Minor duplication. F-VF+ lot. Viewing recommended. (SCV 

$613)

90

669 ** Sweden Europa Accumulation - 1969 to 2005 MNH, VF accumulation of mostly booklets along 

with sheets, sets, blocks and panes. Clean and useful material on stock pages, sales pages and in 

glassines. Many noted in the $5-10 range. (SCV $265+)

38
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Switzerland

670 C Graf Zeppelin Century of Progress Flight, Flown from Switzerland  - Cover franked with 

Switzerland Scott 169, 202 and C15. Appropriate confirmation postmark and receiving cancels. 

Cover has some soiling and there is corner damage to the C15.(Seiger 238, Cat. Value €265)(Est. 

$80-120)

P 40

671 o Switzerland Used Accumulation - Accumulation on 107 cards starts with Scott 43 and goes to 

915. Also includes a small grouping of BOB. Sound material with some considerable duplication. 

Generally F-VF and better. Good lot for the cancel hunters. Complete owner's listing included. 

(SCV $1800+)

60

672 ** Switzerland MNH Accumulation -   21  sales pages with Scott 352a //B586 complete sets, 

booklets and a souvenir sheet. Catalog values range from $7-$90,(much in the $10-20 range). 

Better items include Scott 352a, 376-77(x2), 440-55, 717-28A (x2) plus more. Some duplication. 

FVF+ lot. Viewing recommended. (SCV $605.50)

90

673 */o Switzerland Mostly Back of Book Accumulation -  small mint and used group of Scott listed, 

mostly BOB, on sales pages. Better items seen includes Scott 376-77 MNH (377 small crease), C13-

15 MH, 5O23 & 5O24 used (WHO), etc. VF group. (SCV $289.75)

28

674 * Transvaal Mint Accumulation - a pair of stockcards containing several dozen MNH stamps, likely 

all reprints, mostly F-VF or better. (Est $50-75)

22

675 ** Turks & Caicos Islands Scott 121-135 MNH, F-VF complete set - QE2 (SCV$112.65) 18

Vatican City

676 o 41-6 Used, F-VF complete set (SCV $199) 20

677 ** Vatican City Mostly Modern Europa Accumulation - 22 MNH items, Scott 470//1440, sheets, 

singles, sets and blocks. Minor duplication, clean and identified and generally VF.  Scott 470-2 

(1969) with the remainder covering the mid 1990's to 2010.(SCV $254)

38

Yugoslavia

678 ** C33a MNH, F-VF souvenir sheet (SCV $175) P 26

679 ** Yugoslavia Europa Accumulation   - A substantial 1970's to the early 2000's accumulation of 

mostly MNH sheets and mini sheets. Many sets in sheets producing catalog values in the $25-60+ 

range. Material in glassines, on sales pages and stock pages with some duplication. Generally VF. 

Well worth a look. (SCV $700+)

100

680 C Yugoslavia Censored Registered Airmail Cover - sent to Greece 1938, many postal markings. 

Slight toning and opened at left. (Est $20-40)

10

681 */o Yugoslavia Laibach Accumulation  - collection of 56 different mint and used along with 6 brown 

card proofs of Famous Slovenians. Most of unused have gum but are previously hinged, some of 

the better items are signed on back. Includes Scott N36-70, NB5-8, NC11-7, NE1, and NJ14-22. 

Couple tiny faults but generally F-VF. (SCV $600+)

70

682 */o Yugoslavia Trieste Zone B Mostly Mint Collection - Includes a nice selection of Istria and the 

Slovene Coast (Zone B) unused and used, then Trieste Scott 1 used strip of 4 ($65), 15-6 MNH, 17-

20 MH, 23-30 MH, 68-75 MH, 93-104 MH, C3-9 MH, C18-20 MH, C22-32, RA1 MH, and RA3 MNH. 

Mostly F-VF centered. Although all in mounts,  hinging varies with some HR's and some faults 

from hinge removals. All mounted on home made pages in page holders. (Owner's SCV $550+) 

65

683 C Zanzibar Scott 214-7 on Picture Postcard - First Day Cancel on nice card showing Maharubi Palace 

in Ruins. Card slight soiling and toning around stamps. (Est $20-30)

10
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Worldwide Collections by Area

Africa

684 */o Africa from APS Sales Books  - unsold APS sales pages that have been cut down from their 

approval books with 100's of singles and sets. Very high catalog value and offered at a small 

fraction of the original retail which is discounted from Scott catalog value. Several countries 

represented in this lot with many worthwhile items remain, some mixed condition. Worth review. 

Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society.  (Est $75-125)

40

Asia

685 */o Asia from APS Sales Books - Unsold APS sales pages that have been cut down from their approval 

books with 100's of singles and sets. Very high catalog value and offered at a small fraction of the 

original retail which is discounted from Scott catalog value. Spotted Cambodia Scott 1-17 unused, 

Korea Scott 368 unused plus many other worthwhile items. No China, but there is Laos, Japan, 

Vietnam, others. Some mixed condition. Worth review. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to 

American Philatelic Society. (Est $150-200)

80

British

686 */o British America from APS Sales Books - Unsold APS sales pages that have been cut down from 

their approval books with 100's of singles and sets. Very high catalog value and offered at a small 

fraction of the original retail which is discounted from Scott catalog value. Spotted Canada Scott 

86 MNH, 103 MNH, 302 MNH, Bahamas Scott 11 and 13 used, Jamaica Scott 9 and 11 unused, 

and much more. Many worthwhile items remain, some mixed condition. Worth review. Proceeds 

from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society. (Est $250-350)

130

687 */o British Commonwealth from APS Sales Books - Unsold APS sales pages that have been cut down 

from their approval books with 100's of singles and sets. Very high catalog value and offered at a 

small fraction of the original retail which is discounted from Scott catalog value. Spotted St 

Helena Scott 3 used, some better Great Britain Scott 96, 139 used plus many other worthwhile 

items remain. Some mixed condition. Worth review. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to 

American Philatelic Society. (Est $250-350)

160

688 */o British Commonwealth from APS Sales Books - Unsold APS sales pages that have been cut down 

from their approval books with 100's of singles and sets. Very high catalog value and offered at a 

small fraction of the original retail which is discounted from Scott catalog value. Spotted Canada 

Scott 4, 4a, Hong Kong, Great Britain, and more. Many worthwhile items remain, some mixed 

condition. Worth review. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society. 

(Est $400-500) 

200

689 */o British Commonwealth in Folder Lots - 20 folders containing various countries all catalogued and 

ready for sale. There are over 2000 different mint and used stamps hinged to album pages 

including four folders India and Malta, and then single folders of about another dozen 

commonwealth nations. Many complete unused sets, mostly 1937-1992 period, mostly F-VF. 

Owner's old SCV total $1780. (Est $250-300)

130

690 */o British Commonwealth in Folder Lots -  Group of 28 folder lots set up for retail containing a 

couple 1000 mint and used stamps, mostly hinged to album pages. Much in Australia and New 

Zealand and generally F-VF. Take a look! (Est $175-250)

95

691 ** British Royalty Accumulation From Commonwealth Countries - Three volume, (2 stockbooks, 1 

binder) collection of mostly MNH singles, sets and souvenir sheets. Material includes Silver Jubilee 

items from many countries plus more. (Est $120-150)

44

692 * British Omnibus 1953 Coronation Collection  - complete collection hinge mounted or mounted 

on White Ace pages in binder. Generally F-VF. (SCV $174.35)

24
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693 */o Queen Victoria Era British Colonies in Stockbook  - accumulation of a couple 100 stamps in half-

filled stockbook, some duplication, mostly used, with almost half the value in Great Britain. 

Several countries represented - Canada, Ceylon, Jamaica, Australian States, more. Mixed 

condition but still several select stamps. Examine. (Owner's 2017 SCV $1200+)

60

Europe

694 ** Massive Mint Europa Collection to Early 2002 - Virtually complete collection (only missing a few 

in the latter years) of Europa on White Ace pages in 3 large binders. Upon spot-checking we found 

everything to be NH. A very worthwhile collection to consider. (shipping wt 24#) (Est $1000-1500)

500

695 */o 4 Volume KABE Europe Collection to 1965  - Collection in 4 Kabe Europa albums with pages to 

1965 containing a few 1000 stamps with pages added for blocks. Albums fairly clean and are very 

useful for adding your pre-1965 stamps. Best areas are Germany and Switzerland, then some 

better France also. Mostly F-VF. Very heavy albums. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to 

American Philatelic Society. (shipping wt 49#) (Est $400-500)

250

696 ** Europa Complete Sets -  1962 (28 diff.) and 1963 (27 diff.), both complete sets, MNH, F-VF (SCV 

$175)

28

697 */o Eastern Europe in Folder Lots - box containing a couple dozen country folders set up for retail. 

Mostly Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Romania. Several 1000 mint and used stamps 

overall mostly hinged to album pages, and mostly F-VF. Dealer's fair retail prices are $540. 

(shipping wt 19#) (Est $200-250)

100

698 */o Europe from APS Sales Books - unsold APS sales pages that have been cut down from their 

approval books with 100's of singles and sets. Very high catalog value and offered at a small 

fraction of the original retail which is discounted from Scott catalog value. Some better Albania, 

Belgium, Netherlands spotted. Many worthwhile items remain, some mixed condition. Worth 

review. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society. (Est $250-350)

120

699 ** "G" Countries Modern Europa Accumulation -  includes Greenland (Scott 493a//537a), Georgia 

(199//399a) and Germany (897//2158) in full sheets, booklets, panes and blocks. Clean and 

identified, MNH, VF. Years range from 1964 to 2009. (SCV $368)

55

700 */o Europe in Folder Lots -  a box with several dozen Europe country folder lots set up for retail. No 

Germany, France or Eastern Europe, but there are 1000's of stamps mostly hinged, mint and used 

to album pages. Dealer retails added up to about $1100 with a few estimated. Generally F-VF 

condition with maybe a few condition issues.(shipping wt 17#) (Est $350-450) 

200

701 * Europe/Europa Related Topical Accumulation - healthy accumulation of mostly mint (much 

MNH), all identified all on black stockpages all in two binders. Includes Europa forerunners, EFTA, 

Skandinavia, Council of Europe (complete to 1996), early 21st century Europe Union issues, and 

more. Plenty of sets, souvenir sheets, and full sheets. Some duplication. Couple imperfs in the 

Council of Europe area. All clean material awaiting integration into your collection or retail. 

(shipping wt 12#)(Est $200-300)

100

Latin America

702 */o Latin America from APS Sales Books - unsold APS sales pages that have been cut down from their 

approval books with 100's of singles and sets. Very high catalog value and offered at a small 

fraction of the original retail which is discounted from Scott catalog value. Many worthwhile 

items remain, some mixed condition. Worth review. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to 

American Philatelic Society.  (Est $100-150)

60
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Middle East

703 */o Middle East from APS Sales Books  - Unsold APS sales pages that have been cut down from their 

approval books with 100's of singles and sets. Very high catalog value and offered at a small 

fraction of the original retail which is discounted from Scott catalog value. Many worthwhile 

items remain including Iran Scott 589-84 used, 646-61 used, Israel Scott 37 MNH w/tab, and many 

more. High catalog value when added all up. Some mixed condition. Worth review. Proceeds 

from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society.  (Est $250-350)

140

704 */o Afghanistan-Iran (Persia) Collection - Clean Minkus album going to 1969 with most of the value in 

Afghanistan with mostly 1950-60's hinge-mounted perf and imperf stamps and souvenir sheets. 

Rarely seen album with dust cover in very good condition ready to build on. Generally F-VF 

condition. (Est $100-150)

50

Scandinavia

705 */o Scandinavia from APS Sales Books - unsold APS sales pages that have been cut down from their 

approval books with 100's of singles and sets. Very high catalog value and offered at a small 

fraction of the original retail which is discounted from Scott catalog value. Many worthwhile 

items from many different countries remain, including Iceland Scott C3 MNH. Some mixed 

condition. Worth review. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society. 

(Est $250-350)

150

Worldwide Collections/Boxlots

706 */o Worldwide Stamps in 5 Large Boxes - 1000's and 1000's of stamps, on and off paper, in glassines, 

and loose all in 5 various boxes. Only the next owner will know what is truly in here as finds may 

be possible. Take some time to view and help sort for the next owner. Truly a mixed bag of stuff. 

Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society. (shipping wt 82#) (Est $150-

300)

100

707 */o Bankers Box Loaded  - Many 1000's of stamps inside folders, on stockpages, in binders, and on 

album pages. Mixed condition. Examine. (shipping wt 28#)(Est $75-100) 

30

708 */o 16 Lighthouse Stockbooks Loaded with Stamps - Lots of stamps from all over the world in 16 

stockbooks all in a bankers box. Some set up by areas but mostly a hodge podge. Many thousands 

of stamps - have fun! (shipping wt 35#) (Est $200-250)

110

709 */o Scott Brown International 19th Century - Desirable album with several 100 includes a nice US 

section with several better banknotes, officials, and revenues; Canada Scott 58,60 used; 

Netherlands 1-2 used, 80 MH. Neatly mounted with good hinges, minimal faults, and excellent to 

build on if you want to start a 19th century collection. Worth examination. (Est $200-300)

100

710 */o Scott Brown International (1920-1926) - several 100 mint and used stamps, album in very good 

condition. Better mint items include Alaouites C5-12, C17-21; Austria B50-B56, B57-B65; Belgium 

172-84; Canada 115, 118; China 243-6; Eritrea 58-64; France B28-30, C5-6; Greece C1-4; Latakia 

J2; Lebanon C13-6, C17-20, C21-4, J21-5; New Zealand 179-81; Nyassa 106-25; Russia 333-5, 339-

41; Saar B1-4; Syria C38-44; and more. Generally everything is F-VF with minimal faults. (Est $250-

350)

150

711 */o Worldwide Accumulation in Large Box - Thousands in several stockbooks and on a couple 100 

album and home made pages. Wide assortment all packed into a large box. Spotted some higher 

value mint Hong Kong, Slovakia, Bohemia Moravia, and topicals. Possible finds in this box so take 

a look. Mixed condition. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society. 

(shipping wt 34#) (Est $200-300)

100
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712 */o Worldwide Albums and Binders w/Stockpages - lots of stamps in 7 different albums and binders 

all holding filled stockpages. All pretty much low end or beginner collections, the best being a 

Scott Brown International (1920-9). There are also a US, Eastern Europe, Canada, Chad - all in very 

mixed condition. Please examine! Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic 

Society.  (shipping wt 36#)(Est $75-125)

50

713 */o Worldwide Bankers Box Full  of Accumulations, Collections, More - Box full of 1000's of stamps 

on stockpages, in collections, in smaller boxes, etc. Lots to go through. Spotted a Greece 

collection, some Poland, Italy, and old Modern Album with a few 100, couple other small albums 

with stamps. Good variety throughout, mixed condition as typical. Review. (shipping wt 23#)(Est 

$200-300) 

100

714 */o Worldwide Country Collections in Folder Lots - Box filled with a couple dozen country lots in 

folders set up for retail. Includes a nice variety of Latin America, Middle East, and a few Asian 

countries. Couple 1000 mint/used stamps, generally F-VF with dealer retails over $1000 but out 

estimate takes into account some suspect Iran. Take a look! (shipping wt 14#) (Est $200-250)

95

715 * Worldwide Souvenir Sheet Accumulation - Over 475 different souvenir sheets covering A-V, 

mostly mint (hinged and NH), some US and UN. Mostly lower catalog value items ($1-5 range) 

with a few $10-20 items spotted, some condition issues but generally F-VF. All on pages in a 

binder. Viewing recommended. (Est $100-150)

50

Foreign Collections/Boxlots

716 */o "A" and "B" Countries Accumulation - Clean, mostly MNH sets and singles on 33 sales pages. 

Countries include Albania, Algeria, Andorra (French), Australia, Bahamas, Bahrain, Barbados, 

Belize, Bermuda, Bhutan, Bolivia, and Brazil. Most pages range in catalog values from $10-$50. 

Some minor duplication. VF lot. Viewing recommended. (SCV $807.05)

120

717 */o "A" Country Accumulation - Small accumulation mint/used on sales pages. Countries include 

Albania, Algeria, Australia and Austria. Highlights include Australia #99 used, Austria #538 MNH 

and Austria B138-41 used on piece. (SCV $306.45)

30

718 */o "B" and "C" Countries Accumulation -  Clean and more modern, mostly MNH (a few MH and 1 

used) sets and singles on 38 sales pages. Countries include BIOT, Bulgaria, Burkina-Faso, Burundi 

(high catalog, short set), Cambodia, Cape Verde, Cayman Is., Chad, Christmas Is., Columbia (C96-

110 used), Congo P.R. Crete, Cuba and Cyprus. Most pages range in catalog values from $10-$25 

with some better seen. Many nice topical sets. VF on average. Viewing recommended.

 (SCV $661.15)

95

719 */o "B" Country Accumulation - Small accumulation mint/used of dealer stock on sales pages. 

Countries include Bahamas, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Bechuanaland Prot., Belgium, Cayes of Belize, 

B.I.O.T. and Burma. Highlights include Bahamas #724 MNH, Belgium #102 MH, #251-53 MH, #Q10 

MH, Q181-83 MH and Burma O24. Mostly FVF or better. (SCV $478.85)

46

720 */o "C","D" and "E" Countries Accumulation -Small accumulation of dealer stock on 11 sales pages. 

Countries include Cameroun, Ceylon, Cyrus, Danzig and Egypt.  Highlights include Cyprus #36 

used, #229-31 MNH and Egypt #172-76 used. Other items are generally in the $10 TO $30 range. 

All are F-VF or better. Danzig stamp has a thin noted. (SCV $355.50)

34

721 */o "D", "E" and "F" Countries Accumulation - Clean and more modern, mostly MNH,(1 used), sets 

and singles. Countries include Dominica, Dubai, Egypt, Ethiopia, Falklands, Faroe Is. (Scott 3 x2 

used on piece) plus MNH Faroe, France and FSAT.. Most pages range in catalog values from $5-

$20 with a couple $30-40 seen. Many nice topical sets. VF on average on 25 sales pages. Viewing 

recommended.(SCV $277.50)

40
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722 * "F" and "G" Countries Accumulation - countries include Fiji, Finland, FSAT and Gibraltar. 

Highlights include Fiji #175 MNH, Gibraltar #100-103 MH, Gibraltar #116a MH and Gibraltar #186-

199 MH. Minor duplication. F-VF and better, MNH &MH on 12 sales pages. (SCV $308.05)

30

723 */o "G" Countries Accumulation -  Clean and more modern, mostly MNH sets and singles o 26 sales 

pages. Countries include Ghana, Great Britain, GB Offices in Morocco, Guernsey, Grenada, Guinea 

and Guinea-Bissau. Pages range in catalog values from $4-$62 with some better seen including GB 

Scott MH15-21 blocks ($62), Guernsey J1-7 ($34.25), Grenada 140 ($25), plus many more 

between $10-20. Many nice topical sets. VF on average. Viewing recommended. (SCV $506.25)

75

724 */o "H" and "I" Countries Accumulation -  Clean, mostly MNH (a few MH and 1 used) sets and singles 

on 25 sales pages. Countries include Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Ionian Is., Iraq, Italy, 

Italy-Trieste and Ivory Coast. There is a wide range of catalog values with some better that include 

Hong Kong 147-50 MH and 151-53 MNH, Italy 594-96 MNH, Italy-Trieste 14 MNH plus more. FVF 

on average. Viewing recommended. (SCV $534.50)

80

725 */o "H" Countries Accumulation - mint and used accumulation on 16 sales pages. Countries include 

Haiti, Hong Kong and Hungary. Highlights include Hong Kong #8 MH, #64 MH, #69 MH, #231-233 

MNH and 3 Hungary stamps issued under Romanian Occupation, (potential for forged overprints). 

Lot sold as is. Overall lot is F-VF. Please examine.  (SCV $851.05)

85

726 */o "I" Countries Accumulation - mint and used accumulation on 14 sales pages. Countries include 

Iceland, Iran and Iraq. Highlights include Iceland #117 MH, #170-175used, C3(x2)MNH, Iran #1047 

MNH, Iraq #61-78 used and C1-8 MH. Generally FVF overall. (SCV $441.35)

44

727 */o "I" Countries Accumulation -  mint and used accumulation of dealer stock on 9 sales pages. 

Countries include Israel and Italy (and Italy-Trieste). Highlights include Israel Scott J1-6 MNH, Italy 

Scott 58-63 MH, #518 used, C18-19 MH and Italy Trieste Scott 45-46 MH. Mostly F-VF.(SCV 

$580.20)

55

728 */o "J" Countries Accumulation - mint and used sets and singles on 23 sales pages. Countries include 

Jamaica, Japan, Jersey and Jordon. Most pages range in catalog values from $10-$25 with some 

better seen including Japan 422 used, 473a MNH block, Jersey 7-21 MNH plus more.  VF on 

average. Viewing recommended. (SCV $326.70)

48

729 */o "J", "K" and "L" Countries Accumulation - mint and used accumulation on 21 sales pages. 

Countries include Japan, Jordan, Korea, Kuwait, Labuan and Libya. Highlights include Japan 

#422(X2) MH, #479 MH, Korea #25 used, Kuwait #32 used, #72-81A MH, Labuan #92a MH, 4 

postage due stamps with toning and Libya #O1-O8 used. Generally FVF overall.  (SCV $885.40)

85

730 */o "K" and "L" Countries Accumulation - mint (mostly MNH) and used sets and singles on 42 sales 

pages. Countries include Korea, Kuwait, Laos, Leeward Is., Lesotho, Liberia, Liechtenstein and 

Luxembourg. Catalog values generally range from $2 to $15 per page with some better seen such 

as Kuwait Scott 756-62 (missing high value), Liechtenstein Scott 297 and 356. Some duplication. 

VF on average. Viewing recommended. (SCV $533.60)

80

731 */o "M" to "R" Countries Accumulation -  MNH &MH (and some used) accumulation on 24 sales 

pages. Countries include Mexico, Monaco, Morocco, Nepal, New Zealand, Norway, Nyassa, 

Oman, Picairn Is., Poland and Russia.  Highlights include Mexico Scott C198a used, New Zealand 

Scott 288-301 MH, Nyassa Scott 106-125 MH, Pitcairn Is. Scott 20-30 MH and Poland Scott C26A-

C26C MH.  Possible Russia CTO's. Some set duplication. Generally F-VF and better.   (SCV $629.25)

60
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732 * "M" Countries Accumulation -  mint (mostly MNH) singles and sets on 31 sales pages. Countries 

include Macao, Malawi, Malaya Malaya-Kelantan, Malaysia, Maldive Is., Malta, Manchukuo, 

Mariana Is., Mexico, Monaco and Morocco. Catalog values are varied and range from a few 

dollars to $90. Some better  include Malawi Scott 518-33 (missing 533A), Malaya-Kelantan 72-83, 

Malaysia Scott 254a-256a, Maldive Is. Scott 195-200, Mexico Scott 1757, plus more. Minor 

duplication. F-VF+ on average. Viewing recommended. (SCV $857.95)

130

733 ** "N" Countries Accumulation -  complete MNH sets on 16 sales pages. Countries include Nambia, 

Nauru, Nevis, Newfoundland, New Caledonia, New Zealand, Niger, Norfolk Is. and Norway. Most 

pages range in catalog values from a few dollars to $50 with some better seen including 

Newfoundland Scott 233-43, New Caledonia Scott 348-51, New Zealand Scott O109-O111, L5-8, 

Norfolk Is. Scott 13-18 and Norway Scott 177-80. F-VF on average. Viewing recommended.  (SCV 

$339.75)

50

734 */o "P", "Q", and "R" Countries Accumulation -  mint (mostly MNH and  1 used) sets and singles on 

46 sales pages. Countries include Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Pitcairn, Poland, Portugal, 

Qatar, Romania, Rwanda and Ryukyu Is. Catalog values range from a few dollars to $30. Many in 

the $7-10 range. Better seen include Peru Scott C78-81, Poland Scott 935-46, Rwanda Scott 114-

25, and Ryukyu Scott C4-8.  Some duplication. F-VF on average. Viewing recommended. (SCV 

$503.20)

75

735 */o "S" Countries Accumulation - mint and used accumulation on 13 sales pages. Countries include St 

Vincent, Sharjah, Somalia, Spain, Straits Settlements and Sweden. Highlights include St. Vincent 

Scott 87 MH, Somalia Scott E8-E9 used, Straits Settlements Scott 60 used, 119 MH, 120 MH and 

Sweden Scott 12 used. (SCV $657.25)

65

736 */o "S" Countries Accumulation - mostly MNH sets and singles on 36 sales pages. Countries include 

St. Pierre & Miquelon, St. Thomas and Prince Is., Samoa, San Marino, Seychelles, Sharjah, 

Solomon Is., Somalia, South Georgia, SWA, and Spain. Catalog values range from a few dollars to 

$55 (much in the $10-20 range). Better seen include San Marino Scott 266-71 & C55, 2 sets ($35 

ea), Seychelles Scott 207-12,  SWA 333-34,  Spain Scott 781-85, 877a-78a. Some duplication. F-

VF+ lot on average. Viewing recommended.  (SCV $626 .50)

95

737 */o "T" to "V" Countries Accumulation -  mint and used on 23 sales pages. Countries include 

Tasmania, Thailand, Turks and Caicos, Vatican and Venezuela. Highlights include Tasmania Scott 

89 (x3 with gum issues), Thailand Scott 156 used (faults), 173 used, Vatican Scott 189-91 MNH, 

Venezuela Scott 147 MH plus more. Generally F-VF group. (SCV $579.05)

55

738 * "T" Countries Accumulation -  mostly MNH (a few MH and 1 used) sets and singles all on sales 

pages. Countries include Tannu-Tuva, Tonga, Tonga-Niuafoou, Tripolitonia, Turkey, Turks & Caicos 

and Tuvalu. Most pages range in catalog values from $5-$25 with some better seen that include 

Tannu-Tuva Scott 45-52, 54-60, 61-70 (mint and used sets), Tonga Scott 608a-11a, 809, 

Tripolitania C27-28, plus more.  Generally F-VF. Viewing recommended. (SCV $518.25)

75

739 */o "U" to "Z" Countries Accumulation - mostly MNH (a few MH and 1 used) on 24 sales pages. 

Countries include U.A.E., Vatican, Viet Nam, Virgin Is., Wallis & Futuna, Wurttemberg, Yemen, 

Yugoslavia, Yugoslavia-Trieste and Zambia.  Singles and sets with catalog values ranging from $5-

95 (most in the $7-20 range). Better items seen include U.A.E. Scott 62-64 MNH, Vatican Scott 

122-31, E11-12 MNH, C18-19 used, plus more. Generally F-VF. Viewing recommended.  (SCV 

$473.80)

70

740 */o Better Mixed Foreign Sets and Singles - mint and used, much useful and better catalog valued 

sets and singles on 29 sales pages. Countries include Abu Dhabi, Canada, Faroe Is., France, 

Germany, Great Britain, Israel, Jamaica, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Macao, Malaya-Kedah, 

Norway, Portugal and Switzerland. Most in the $50-100 catalog range with some duplication. 

Viewing recommended but generally F-VF. (SCV $2157.30)

325
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741 */o Foreign Inventory on Dealer Sales Cards - Higher end dealer stock of a couple 100 dealer 102 

cards, mostly $10 up items with some over $2000+. Some dubious items spotted along with 

scattered faulty and some duplication, but start bid takes this all into consideration. Please 

examine. Owner's catalog value $46450.90 with tape included.

1500

742 */o Massive Foreign Extravaganza in Thousands of Glassines - Ten of thousands of stamps all in 

several thousand #2 glassines stashed in several cigar boxes and other boxes filling 2 bankers 

boxes. You'll find stamps from 100's of foreign nations and colonies, as well as some occupation. 

Mostly set up by country, some glassines labeled, some have several dozen and are unlabeled. 

Some duplication but so many different from all time periods to about the 1980's. Take some 

time with this one, there are many better items scattered throughout. Typical mixed condition on 

the 19th century but generally F-VF. Could be a lot of fun as winter approaches! (shipping wt 

30#)(Est $1500-2500) 

800

743 */o Worldwide A-Z Collection - Many Thousands, Many Better Throughout  - One of the nicer A-Z 

collections that we've come across. Spotted many $10 up items throughout. Better countries 

include Belgium and Netherlands with some nice semi-postal sets, Romania, Portugal, Germany, 

St Pierre, a Penny Black, and more. Careful review of this entire collection will prove rewarding. 

Some mixed condition and binders a bit worn, but F-VF overall. (shipping wt 59#) (Est $1500-

2000) (Est $1500-2000)

800

744 o Foreign Massive Accumulation Sorted in Binders - 3 large boxes with 24 binders holding over 800 

mostly 2-sided black and manila one-sided stock pages. Estimate over 45,000 mostly used/CTO 

stamps mostly sorted by country lined up on these stock pages. Although mostly common but 

with good variety, we spotted an occasional better stamp, along with occasional mixed condition. 

Very heavy lot. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society.  (shipping wt 

108#) (Est $750-1000)

450

745 o Foreign Boxlot with Much Classic Material -  Large priority flat rate box (our medium size box) 

filled with 1000's of mostly used, many identified. Spotted some better including an envelope 

with Great Britain reportedly close to $5K in catalog value, some Sweden, and more. Very mixed 

condition, very high catalog value, so please examine. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to 

American Philatelic Society.  (Est $300-400)

150

746 Foreign Collection in 9 Minkus Albums - Although not set up as an A to Z collection, it appears 

complete as the previous owner seemed to have set it up by areas. There are pockets of stamps 

throughout but mostly common, will typical countries having the most stamps. Likely a better 

collection to build on rather than extract from since it is clean with hinge mounted stamps. There 

are some loose pages sticking out everywhere as the owner was adding the latest supplement 

(1978) to the collection. Some mixed condition, but overall F-VF and several 1000 mostly used 

stamps (shipping wt 60#) (Est $300-400)

100

747 */o Foreign Early To Modern, Mixed And Worthwhile Small Boxlot -  A nice mix of countries 

represented on 102 cards, sales pages, in glassines and a small cigar box. 250+ mint and used, sets 

and singles. Most items under $10, however, some $25-100 material seen. Some mixed condition 

with some duplication.. Viewing recommended and will be worth your time. (Est $300-400)

150

748 */o Foreign Boxlot with Much Unused  - envelopes/cigar boxes with unused from several countries 

(Germany, Poland, Argentina, Switzerland, etc.) with some duplication, A Kabe Ubersee album 

with a few 100 mint/used including some better Israel and Japan spotted. An Israel Holocaust 

collection of stamps and covers, and a couple pocket wallets filled with unused stamps from 

France, DDR, Vatican, etc. There are a few faults, but mostly clean material that needs some 

organizing. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society.  (shipping wt 

15#)  (Est $200-250)

100
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749 */o Worldwide Country Collections in Folder Lots - many 1000's mint/used stamps in several dozen 

file folders, either set up by country or general worldwide. Mostly hinged to album pages (some 

stock pages too). Dealer retail prices are about $600, and stamps generally F-VF. Examine. 

(shipping wt 18#)(Est $175-250)

95

750 */o Foreign Consignment Remainder -  several dozen items including mint/used stamps on album 

pages, full sheets, covers, postcards, souvenir sheets, which seem the most valuable. Some mixed 

condition, but generally F-VF. (Est $100-150)

30

751 o Accumulation of Foreign in Various Containers - many thousands off-paper organized by country 

in various cigar boxes including Chile, Brazil, Argentina, Japan, an envelope with Canada, and a 

larger box with Peru. A few covers also included. Lots of familiar stamps but who knows? Mixed 

condition. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society.  (Est $60-100)

24

752 o Accumulation of Foreign in Various Formats in Large Box - many thousands off-paper organized 

by country in 3 smaller boxes (2 with Germany, one with a variety of foreign sorted in smaller 

envelopes), cigar boxes with Swiss, Germany, and Austria, and then several large envelopes 

holding 1000's of mostly mixed foreign stamps. A few covers also included. Lots of familiar stamps 

but examine. Mixed condition. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic 

Society. (shipping wt 15#) (Est $60-100)

24

753 o Accumulation of Mostly Used Foreign in Various Formats - 1000's of used stamps residing within 

a dozen or so large envelopes, a large stock book, and a small cigar box. Also large format 

envelopes (mostly USA), and about a dozen Israel covers included. Good foreign mix, likely some 

pickings for a cancel hunter, further examination is recommended. Mixed condition. Proceeds 

from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society. (shipping wt 15#) (Est $60-100)

24

754 Consignment Remainder in a Large Box -  filled with mostly Colombia used, but also some MNH 

part sheets, and year sets, and a few foreign on album pages. Offered cheaply so that you can do 

the sorting. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society.  (shipping wt 

13#) (Est $50-75)

32

Topical Collections/Lots

755 */o Adolf Hitler Topical Accumulation - compact lot starts with Germany Scott B103 and B104, both 

used, F-VF (SCV $94), then 3 dozen post cards, some used, all related to Hitler or WW2, then 

there is a 1945 Associated Press photo from London showing Hitler with the little girl presumed to 

be Uschi, rumored child of Adolf Hitler & Eva Braun. Interesting lot, examine. (Est $100-200)

50

756 C Airline Related Postcards and Advertising Ephemera - About 100, mostly different US and foreign 

airline postcards, advertising and photographs. Variety of sizes. Mint and used. Includes a Belgian 

Sabena set of 17 cards. Generally a VF lot overall. (Est $40-70)

20

757 C Bureau of Engraving and Printing Philatelic and Numismatic Cards Accumulation - a VF 

accumulation of 36 cards. Beautiful engraving examples of past stamp and currency printing. 

Wonderful National Parks engravings and a BEP Plate Printer signed card. Most material from the 

1980's and 90's. some duplication. (Est $40-60)

20

758 ** Disney MNH  Accumulation -   complete sets from countries that include Anguilla, Antigua, 

Barbuda, Belize, Dominica, Grenada, Grenada-Grenadines, Mongolia, Redonda, St. Vincent, Sierra 

Leone, Togo, Turks & Caicos. All on 23 sales pages.  Catalog values range from $4-24. VF lot with 

some duplication. Viewing recommended.   (SCV $190.50)

28

759 ** Europa Remainder Accumulation -  Mostly modern (1990's-2000's), sheets, blocks, singles and 

booklets from Russia, Ukraine, Norway, Poland and Switzerland. Most in the $5-15 range, 

however, some better seen. MNH VF. Viewing recommended.(SCV $370+)

55
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760 o Europa Used Accumulation on Black Stockpages - Over 1000 apparently all different used Europa 

stamps with some countries going into the 2000's. Most on black stockpages neatly presented in a 

binder with some others in back on dealer cards. Owner's inventory in back and seem to catalog 

quite high. Some mixed condition but mostly F-VF condition. (Est $100-200)

40

761 * Princess Diana Topical Collection In a nice binder with dust case, published by Excelsior 

Collector's Guild, printed in Canada. Attractively presented collection of 40 souvenir sheets from 

British Commonwealth countries along with stories related to Diana's life. Clean and book shelf 

ready. (Est $50-100)

24

762 */o Scouting Topical Collection - mint and used sets and singles hinged to pages. 160+ stamps from 

approximately 25 countries. 3 Scout related covers also. Generally FVF. A great starter collection 

for this popular collecting area.(Est $40-60)

20

763 o Topical Accumulation on Dealer Cards - Over 800 dealer "104" cards set up by country but neatly 

annotated with topical details. Many complete sets, many are CTO, but there is a nice variety of 

topics ready to be retailed or infused into your collection. Some mixed condition, but F-VF overall, 

and some duplication. (Est $400-800)

160

764 */o Topical Accumulation on Pages, Album, Loose -  Various topics: Joint issues with USA in Scott 

specialty album to late 1990's, International Polar Year Arctic 2007 book with souvenir sheets, 

Spain 1992 Olympics portfolio, and various stamps and souvenir sheets on album pages 

(Columbus, fauna, others), and more. Likely over 100 items, clean, mostly F-VF and mostly 

unused. Examine. (Est $100-200)

50

765 */o United Nations Related Accumulation - Unesco, Swiss Officials, More! - Accumulation on several 

dozen stockpages in a large binder. Along with a dozen or so UN full sheets (Forestry, Space, Clean 

Oceans, and more) and other UN promotional items, there are 2 stockpages of Swiss officials 

where much is MNH and few are used (note 7o19), several pages of France UNESCO sets mostly 

MNH (note 2o24-6 imperf MNH), UNTEA sets (several types and varieties along with some postal 

stationary), and finally unused India Military sets and singles. There is duplication so this might be 

more ideal for a dealer. Clean, mostly identified, and ready to pick from or add to your retail 

stock. (Est $300-400)

150

Worldwide Cover Lots/Accumulations

766 C Consignment Remainder Mostly USA Covers About 130 covers, 90% USA, everything from soup 

to nuts, from a dealer stock with many priced over $100. Lots of items with interesting usages 

leading to enjoyable viewing. Mixed condition throughout and offered at a small fraction of retail. 

(Est $1200-1600)

800

767 C Diverse Worldwide and USA Cover Accumulation -  Anything and everything, 500+ carly to 

modern. Includes registered, censored, political, advertising, first days, plus much more. Mixed 

sizes and condition. (Est $150-200)

70

768 C FAM Cover Accumulation -  About 200 covers with a nice variety of countries and flights.  Iceland, 

Japan, Germany, China, plus many more seen. Some duplication. VF lot on average.1960's-80's VF 

(Est $60-100)

30

769 C Large Box of Foreign Covers as Received - Large box of covers, A-Z, estimate about 2000 covers, 

mostly modern with fdc's, registered, express, and corner cards. Good candidates for a dealer's $1 

tables with some better spotted. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic 

Society.  (shipping wt 25#) (Est $300-400)

200

770 C Worldwide A to Z Countries,  Huge Cover Accumulation - 3500 to 4000 covers in 6 medium sized 

boxes. Good variety of more modern commercial and philatelic material sorted alphabetically. 

Many priced by previous owner. Great candidate for your $1 table. Some condition issues as 

expected. Viewing recommended.(shipping wt 60#)(Est $500-750)

250
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771 C Worldwide Airmail Cover Accumulation  - mostly US with little foreign. Nice cover lot of 600+ all 

individually sleeved, mostly late 1920-60's. Spotted a nice group of National Air Races, many first 

flights (some with signatures), a few helicopter flights, and more. Condition mostly F-VF. (Est $300-

400)

150

772 C "Earlier" Worldwide Cover Accumulation - mint and used cards and covers from a wide variety of 

countries. Mostly sleeved and priced some time ago. Many priced at $5-10 with some better 

seen. Censored, advertising, ship related, a few first days plus much more. Mixed condition, 

please examine. (Est $250-300)

120

Worldwide Topical Cover Lots/Accumulations

773 C Boeing 747 Topical Cover Lot - clean accumulation of over 60 covers, apparently all first flights, 

mostly originating in the US. A couple other countries represented including GB, UN, Germany, 

Switz, and Vatican. Good start to your aerophilately topic. (Est $50-100)

20

774 C Teddy Roosevelt Topical Postcard Lot - group of over 30 unused or mailed postcards all related to 

Theodore Roosevelt. Mostly turn of last century, some real photos, some commemorative, a 

couple leather, and a few modern Teddy Bear centennial covers. Nice lot in somewhat mixed 

condition. (Est $75-100)

24

775 C Worldwide First Flight Covers - nice assemblage of 23 first flight covers of varying origination. 

Mostly 1930's-1940's with a few more modern included, along with a USA Scott C12 uncacheted 

FDC. Spotrted Hong Kong, Macau, Portugal, and New Caledonia. Clean group. (Est $50-100)

20

Postcards

776 C Airline Company Mint Postcard Accumulation - clean lot of 100 different picture postcards from 

10 different airline companies. Included are cards from Branif, Continental, Delta, Eastern, 

Northeast Northwest, Northwest Orient, TWA, United and Western. Nice lot!(Est $ 100-130)

50

777 C Aviation Related Postcard Accumulation - Aviation related lot of 186 mint and used cards that 

include Airports, Military (4 branches), WWII war planes and a few space related. Clean grouping 

for this popular area. (Est $140-170)

70

Ephemera/Unlisted/Cinderellas

778 British Cigarette and Product Premiun Card Sets  - Twinings Tea "Rare Stamps" product premium 

cards. Complete set of 30 with famous stamps on each. Offer for free stamps if you collect all 

cards.  Also included, Churchman's Cigarettes Howlers Series. 39 cards. (Est $50-75)

24

779 Czeslaw Slania, 1964 Heavyweight World Champion Boxers  - Beautifully engraved by Czeslaw 

Slania. Complete set of 23 stamps (labels), F-VF or better, MNH. These sell individually on eBay for 

$10-50 a piece on eBay. (Est $100-200)

50

780 Hollywood Official Stamps of Stars and Studios  - 12 different sheets depicting movie stars of the 

1920's-40's in sheets of 6 or more, showing American and foreign stars from that era. Many 

academy award winners. Mostly F-VF, but a few with back faults. (Est $50-100)

20

781 Small Accumulation of Worldwide Ephemera  - clean accumulation of odd and interesting paper 

items. Included are advertising, religious lesson cards, blotters, early card cutouts, trade cards, a 

turn of the century Chicago foldout book of attractions and more. Some minor condition issues. 

(Est $50-80)

24

782 USA and Foreign Airlines/Airmail Label Lot - Over a couple dozen items, mostly F-VF condition. 

(Est $30-50)

20

Literature

783 "The United States Postage Stamps of the 19th Century", 3 Volumes by Brookman (1966-7), Very 

good condition with dust covers. Excellent reference books for the 19th century US specialized. 

(Est $100-150)

36
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784 2014 Scott Catalog Complete Set - Volume 1 to 6, used set, some wear, but still useful at a 

bargain. (shipping wt 42#)(Est $50-100)

26

785 2015 Scott Catalog Complete Set - Volume 1 to 6, used set, some wear but still very useful. 

(shipping wt 42#) (Est $100-200)

50

786 2015 Scott Catalog Complete Set - Volume 1 to 6, gently used set. Ex-library set with its name 

stamped name on edge. (shipping wt 42#)(Est $100-200)

50

787 2016 Scott Catalog Complete Set - Volume 1 to 6, gently used set. Ex-library set with its name 

stamped name on edge. (shipping wt 44#) (Est $200-300)

100

Philatelic Supplies

788 Lindner "T" Hingeless Binders - Two binders in very good condition. The USA pages inside are not 

complete and sporadically go to 1976, and have some light pencil notes. Proceeds from the sale 

of this lot go to American Philatelic Society.  (shipping wt 15#)(Est $40-60)

14

789 Scott "The International Air-Post Album" Volume 1 and 4  -  Rarely seen springbacks in good 

condition, showing some wear for the age of these albums. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go 

to American Philatelic Society . (Est $30-40)

14

790 3 Large Boxes of Used Albums - Entails 3 empty USA Lighthouse binders, Lighthouse USA pages to 

1946 (some pencil marks), K-Line with Czech area pages, couple Lighthouse binders with country 

names on spine (Vatican, UN), Davo USA with 1981-8 pages, and many others including some 

springbacks (2 with slipcases). Nice group of 22 items overall. Some condition issues but all are 

still very useful. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society.  (shipping wt 

#78) (Est $150-200) 

50

791 Historic France Brimont Albums 1900-70 - Desirable historic albums published by Pierre De 

Brimont, 4 albums, used, some pages with black mounts remaining, pencil marks. Rarely seen 

albums. Unsure if complete since pages are somewhat in disarray. Some wear on binders, but still 

in very good condition. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society. (Est 

$150-200)(shipping wt 19#)

32

792 Marshall Islands - 4 Lindner Albums with Slipcases to 2007 - in like new condition, couple 

scattered pencil marks on pages. Goes to 2007. Very high original cost. (shipping wt #29) (Est 

$100-200)

50

793 Micronesia - 5 Lindner Albums with Slipcases to 2005 -  in like new condition, couple scattered 

pencil marks on pages. Minor damage on surface of last binder. (shipping wt 34#) (Est $100-150) 

(Est $100-200)

50

794 San Marino Marini Hingeless Album w/Slipcase for 2000-2009  - retails over $200 brand new. 

Appears unused. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society.  (Est $50-

100)(Est $50-100)

10

795 Stanley Gibbons "Windsor Sovereign" Albums - 2 Volumes to 1982 -  plush, unused in excellent 

condition, no slipcases, appears to be complete without mounts. Retail for these easily exceed 

£100. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society.  (Est $50-100)

20

END OF AUCTION

THANK YOU FOR BIDDING!

ONLINE BIDS ACCEPTED TIL NOON DAY OF SALE

FLOOR AUCTION BEGINS AT 1PM

PHONE BIDDERS ARE WELCOME - CALL TO SCHEDULE
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September 30-October 1

Kalamazoo Stamp Club Fall show

Kalamazoo County Expo Center, 2900 Lake Rd, Kalamazoo, Michigan

October 6-8

Indypex 2017- Indiana Stamp Club Show

Hamilton County 4-H Fairgrounds in Noblesville, Indiana

October 21-22

Motopex 2017 - Motor City Stamp and Cover Club Show

Sokol Cultural Center, 23600 W Warren, Dearborn Heights, Michigan

October 28-29

Grand Rapids Stamp Club Show

American Legion Post #179 in Walker, Michigan

October 28-29

Cuy-Lorpex

Rocky River Memorial Hall in Rocky River, Ohio

November 4-5

AAPEX 2017 - Ann Arbor Stamp Club Show

Morris Lawrence Building - Washtenaw County Community College 

November 11-12

MSDA Cincinnati Stamp Show

Wingate Inn in Tylersville, Ohio

November 18-20

Chicago Philatelic Society Stamp Show

Westin Chicago Northwest, Itasca, Illinois

December 2

Fernpex 2017

Sokol Cultural Center, 23600 W Warren, Dearborn Heights, Michigan

or call Mark at 810-220-6000 or Bob at 989-600-5728

We are accepting consignments for our February 2018 auction 

until November 15, 2017

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN CONSIGNING IN ONE OF OUR NEXT AUCTIONS, STERLING 

KINGBROOK AUCTIONS WILL HAVE A PRESENCE AT THE FOLLOWING SHOWS:
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